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Abstract

This study, with narrative inquiry approach, has investigated the parents’ perception of their roles, their perspectives and experience as well as their strategies in maintaining cultural values in immigrant families in Windsor. Eight parents from four immigrant families from the Vietnamese church community in Windsor participated in semi-structured in-depth interviews. Fieldnotes were also used as a supplementary method for collecting field text. The findings highlight the educational roles of parents in maintaining cultural values as a part of the home education. The parents’ narratives has shown the parents’ great effort to keep the language, habits and traditions such as “respect the elders,” “love the younger” or “being a good person” in their families. They also reveal the cultural conflicts and the tensions in immigrant families in terms of childcare and child discipline. There are also other challenges coming from the outside factors that go beyond the parents’ control.

Keyword: parents’ role, cultural values, immigrant families, Vietnamese, narrative inquiry, maintaining culture.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Background to the Study

In early 2011, a week before I ventured to Canada, I went to see a cousin who had just arrived in Vietnam for Christmas vacation. He was born in Canada, and for 14 years of his life, that was the first time he returned to the place where his parents were born and lived during their childhood. Although both parents were from Vietnam, he knew very little Vietnamese and seemed to be unfamiliar with many cultural norms and everyday activities. Consequently, he behaved at times like a foreigner, and found himself a stranger in his parents’ (also his) homeland. At that time, I felt something odd with his situation, but I could not identify exactly what it was.

Two months later, I had a chance to visit another Vietnamese family, but this time in Windsor. The family’s children were also born in Canada, and were about the same age as my cousin. Having taken for granted how a Canadian-born child would be, I was surprised when these children talked to me in perfect Vietnamese and could easily understand the Vietnamese way of thinking or addressing issues. We could chat about Vietnamese traditional holidays or wedding procedures, or even discuss about some conflicts between the norms of social manners in two cultures. Therefore, I could not help myself complimenting the children on their Vietnamese manner and knowledge to their parents and heard the simplest explanation it could be: “They should be since we are Vietnamese.” At that moment, I began wondering about what role parents would play in helping immigrant children learn about their native culture. When we talked further about the topic, the parents laughed and added that the children learned mostly about
Vietnamese culture from their parents. In their opinions, parents had great influences on how the children understand about the culture of where they called their “far away homeland”. The parents also suggested that I should study about this topic if I have a chance. They showed the expectation that the study would be helpful for parents in Vietnamese church community in particular and Vietnamese immigrant families in Windsor in general.

My later experience with the children in other immigrant families had consolidated my determination to explore the role parents have in maintaining the cultural values for their children within their homes. Children seem to express different levels of understanding the Vietnamese language and its culture from family to family since their parents have different views and explanations toward the subject. In addition, cultural values in immigrant families also change much depending on many other elements such as the family’s background, economic status and religion. However, when I read further about the topic, I could hardly find any research about Vietnamese immigrants as an independent group but rather as a part of the Southeast Asian immigrant community. I realized the need to study about the role of parents in maintaining the cultural values within Vietnamese immigrant families. When I took a graduate course with Dr. Xu in the fall of 2011 and began to study about narrative inquiry, I learned that the parents’ differences in their views and perspectives could be explained best by the flow of their particular experiences in the past and the present as well as their hope and plans for the future (Connelly & Clandinin, 1988; Xu, 2006). Therefore, I had been motivated to carry out a pilot study as my coursework in the fall of 2011. With a Research Ethics Board (REB) approval, the purpose of the pilot study was to help me to
formulate my thesis research and practice using narrative inquiry to investigate the parents’ experiences and perspectives about maintaining cultural values in immigrant families. I have interviewed a parent from Vietnamese church community, which is also the field work for my final thesis afterward. I have learned much from this pilot study, which has helped me develop my thesis proposal and paved the way to this thesis study. For example, the pilot study made me realize that the parents were unfamiliar with the common terms on this topic in the literature such as “ethnic identity” or “cultural identity”. They used their own terms of “culture” and “cultural values”. I will further explain and discuss over those concepts when I review the literature for my study.

**Purpose of the Study**

My purpose in conducting this study is to investigate the role of parents in maintaining cultural values, including the language of their origin in Vietnamese immigrant families in Windsor and how parents perceive their role. A further goal I have is to identify the various strategies that parents use in maintaining cultural values for their children. I am particularly interested in exploring the different perspectives and experience parents have on the topic of values and maintaining values.

I hope to gain insight into how the parents maintain cultural values in the families while their children were so much influenced by the mainstream culture, to understand their experience, their hopes and the values they treasure through the stories they tell. Therefore, I chose narrative inquiry as the methodology for my research as in narrative inquiry, the stories are treated as a “portal to experience” to learn from experience and make meaning of the experience (Xu & Connelly, 2010, p.352).
The findings of this study will be useful for parents in Vietnamese families in Windsor in particular and parents in immigrant communities in general who are concerned about maintaining “cultural values” as a part of the family values system rather than just keeping the “ethnic identity” from their countries of origin.

**Research Questions**

Following are the questions that have been investigated in this study:

1. What roles do parents play in maintaining cultural values, including Vietnamese language within immigrant families in Canada? How do parents perceive their roles?
2. What are the cultural values within Vietnamese immigrant families? What cultural values are often highly treasured? What cultural values are normally adapted?
3. What strategies do parents use to help their children respect Vietnamese cultural values and maintain Vietnamese language in the family? What strategies do parents use to help them deal with cultural and linguistic conflicts?

**Significance of the study**

Multiculturalism has been instituted as a policy in Canada in general and in Windsor in particular since 1971 (Multicultural Council, 2013). According to Statistics Canada (2006), Windsor is among the cities that has the highest proportion of visible minorities in Ontario. Therefore, the issue of maintaining cultural values is a concern of this city. This research will make a contribution to the literature on the topic of maintaining cultural values in immigrant families in Windsor.

The topic of maintaining family language and cultural values has been investigated by many researchers (Bankston & Zhou, 1995; Dion & Dion, 2001; Fillmore, 2000; Inman et al., 2007; Lee, 2006; Ngo & Lee, 2007; Phinney et al., 2001;
Syed, 2010; Warikoo, 2009 in the U.S.; Choi, 2001; Flemming, 2003; Park & Sarkar, 2007; Xu, 2006 in Canada). However, in the existing research literature, Vietnamese immigrants are often lumped into the Southeast Asian group and as united disregarded within group differences. (Choi, 2001; Lee, 2006; Ngo & Lee, 2007). Meanwhile, each Southeast Asian country has diverse and different traditions, cultures and languages. There is a need for research on Vietnamese immigrant families in Windsor as an independent group. The findings from my pilot study also indicate the importance of studying about maintaining cultural values in Vietnamese immigrant families in Windsor. The strategies and suggestions from this research might be valuable to parents in immigrant families and to anyone who concern about the problem of maintaining cultural values in immigrant families. The implication from this study might bring benefits to Vietnamese immigrant parents not only in Windsor but also in other small Canadian cities which has a multicultural community like Windsor.

Outline of the Thesis

Chapter 1, Introduction, is an overview of my study in which I talk about the research problem, the purpose of the study and the research questions. Chapter 2 presents a review of existing research on culture, cultural values and maintaining cultural values in immigrant families. In Chapter 3, I will outline narrative inquiry as the methodology of my study as well as how I used narrative inquiry in my stories. Chapters 4 to 7 are the stories from four participating immigrant families in this research. Those story chapters are the core of my thesis, which depict vividly the parents’ experience and perspective on maintaining Vietnamese cultural values in their families through their narratives. In Chapter 8, the discussion chapter, I will discuss the educational and social issues emerging from the stories.
Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, I will discuss about the concepts of “culture” and “cultural values, as well as maintaining cultural values in immigrant families. There are two main parts in this chapter. In the first part, I will define culture and examine the four components of culture and the relationship between language and culture. I will also define cultural values. In the second part, I will review literature about the importance of maintaining cultural values in immigrant families and the role of parent in cultural values maintenance.

Culture and Cultural Values

Definitions of culture. In everyday language, the term ‘culture’ is used without concrete definitions due to its complicatedness. The word “culture” is often used to refer to intricate and distinct concept like “art and culture” or “language and culture” or “cultural heritages”. Generally, the term implies that culture is an “abstract entity” which is human-related and shared collections of material and non-material elements, from works of arts or constructions to norms, values, beliefs, etc. These elements together form the culture as a whole (Dahl, 2004, p.1). Overall, the term suggests that culture is always associated with the human society and civilizations, forming common concepts of values, principles and behaviours among a community.

Historically, the word ‘culture’ is rooted from the Latin origin ‘colere’, which means ‘to build’, ‘to care for’, ‘to plant’ or ‘to cultivate’ (Dahl, 2004). Throughout its history, the word usually refers to something that is “derived from, or created by the intervention of humans – ‘culture’ is cultivated” (Dahl, 2004, p.1). This definition gives
the description of the word ‘culture’ as something related to human, which is of high value, chosen or refined by human and society.

Over a long time, there has been a large body of research related to culture; still, this term remains somehow a controversial topic to researchers who have made efforts to give it an adequate definition. In the 1980s and early 1990s, many researchers viewed culture as a complicated, abstract and subconscious concept (Hall, 1983; Hofstede, 1991; Jayasuriya, 1990; William, 1983). They compared culture to a working system in our mind which controls our thoughts unconsciously, which set the boundaries for us in examining, acknowledging and distinguishing social issues (Hofstede, 1991). These boundaries help us form our beliefs or norms which lead to different behaviours and attitudes toward a phenomenon or event.

Later researchers attempt to extend the concept of culture (Beamer & Varner, 2001; Brislin, 2001; Fuchs, 2001; Gonzalez et al., 2000; Kendall, 2010; Schwartz, 1999; Spencer-Oatey, 2000). Beamer and Varner (2001) claim that culture belongs to a community rather than being a characteristic of individuals. They consider culture as a program made from life experience which tells us what matters, what to prefer, what to avoid, what to do, and what ought to be (p.3). According to Spencer-Oatey (2000), “culture is a fuzzy set of attitudes, beliefs, behavioural norms, and basic assumptions and values that are shared by a group of people, and that influence each member's behaviour and his/her interpretations of the "meaning" of other people's behaviour” (p.4). This extension in the concept of culture is also shared among recent studies with an emphasis on group identity while also acknowledging the complication of the concept (Collier, 2003; Hecht, 2003; Gudykunst, 2003; Nieto, 2009; Schwartz 2006; 2009; 2010). Collier
(2003) gives her own definition of culture as “a historically based, interpretive, constitutive, creative set of practices and interpretive frames that demonstrate affiliation with a group” (p.417). Nieto (2009) believes that culture is a complicated and sophisticated concept, which consists of “the ever-changing values, traditions, social and political relationships, and worldview” (p.136). She also refers to culture with a number of aspects and characteristics such as: culture is dynamic, multi-faced or learned.

Regarding learning aspects of culture, Nieto demonstrates a series of definitions for the term from educational views. Among all the educational aspects, she stated that “Culture is learned” (2010, p.143). With this definition, she emphasizes that culture, especially ethnic and religious culture, can only be unconsciously absorbed through contacts and exchanges with families and communities. This definition is of much importance for the purpose of imparting culture to the next generations, so it is valuable for studies and research on cultural values maintenance in immigrant families.

Components and characteristics of culture. In order to have a thorough understanding of the concept, theorists divide them into different components and then look at each of these components (Collier, 2010; Kendall, 2010; Peoples & Bailey, 2011). However, as Nieto (2009, p.9) postulates, “culture is complex and intricate”, there are various ways to groups culture components. Collier (2010, p.19) believes that culture is an “organization of factors”, which contains for components: cognition, behaviour, language, and education. Those are four elements that are fundamental when studying about any culture. Cognition refers to the way we think; behaviour refers to the way we act; language (including both words and discourse) serves as the means of communication for a culture; and education implies on how other three components are transmitted to the
next generations. Meanwhile, Kendall (2010) agrees that any culture shares four major components, but her components of culture are different. They are symbols, language, values and norms (p.46). According to Kendall, those components are interrelated which form an integrated system. Samovar et al. (2009, p.24) divide cultures into another set of five elements: history, religion, values, social organizations and language. They also give six characteristics of any human cultures as follow:

- Culture is learned,
- Culture is shared,
- Culture is transmitted from generation to generation,
- Culture is based on symbols,
- Culture is dynamic, and
- Culture is an integrated system (p.39).

Although theorists hold different opinions on components and characteristics of culture, all of them acknowledge the language and values as important components of a culture. They also emphasize on the social aspect of culture and see culture as a process of learning and sharing and passing on to the next generation.

**Language as Culture**

As we have seen from the analysis of culture components, language is profoundly implicated with culture and a crucial part of it (Chow, 2001, Collier, 2010; Cummins, 2007; Edward, 1979; Gkaintartzi & Tsokalidou, 2011; Nieto, 2009). There is no language without culture or vice versa. This explains why, in any culture, there are many proverbs and saying about the power of language, for example, *The pen is mightier than the sword*. As stated by Ruiz (1991), “a major dimension of the power of language is the power to
define, to decide the nature of lived experience” (as cited in Nieto, 2009, p. 218).

With the central role in culture, language is considered as a channel of communication among members of a group in order to exchange ideas and pass on knowledge of the world. According to Edwards (1979, p.16), “a common language is a powerful symbol of group identity.” Language differences can be used to identify different ethnic groups. Although other components of culture can function as a symbol of ethnicity, language is “the prime symbol system to begin with” (Chow, 2001, p.4). In other words, when language differences disappear, differences in ethnic identities also vanish. Chow even emphasizes that all ethnic activity much depends on language, if not saying “exclusively”.

Recent researchers also claim the relationships between language and culture and the role of languages of different cultures (Beaudrie et al., 2009; Cummins, 2007; Gkaintartzi & Tsokalidou, 2011; Iannacci, 2008; Ilieva, 2001; MacPherson, 2003; Nieto, 2009; Steinman, 2003). They indicate the role of language in exploring a culture, and in learning a new culture. Many of these studies also explain why minority language and culture is so important for teacher of second language teaching. Others show concerns about the loss of cultural identities when the language disappears (Cummins, 2000; Cummins et al., 1984; Fillmore, 2000; Gibbons & Ramirez, 2004; Suarez, 2007).

Definitions of Cultural Values

“Values”, in D’Andrade’s (2008) view, is a poly-semantic word, which has at least five different meanings. Among the five, the first three are more quantitative which refer to the quantity of some variables, the utility or preference of something or the price of goods. The latter implies “the goodness attributed to something important” (p.9) and
“the degree to which something is morally right” (p.11). However, in his opinion, much of the research on values involves trying to measure the degree people are internalized. The concept of cultural values, in most studies, refers to this latter connotation of the word.

Many researchers consider \textit{values} as a fundamental part in the definition of \textit{culture} (Collier, 2003; Nieto, 2009; Schwartz, 2006, 2010; Shearman, 2008). These social and cultural values provide parents with the standards needed to form their manner and behaviour in raising and educating their children (Super & Harkness, 1997; Shearman, 2008). For example, Vietnamese families were highly influenced by Confucian philosophies and values. As integrated into Vietnamese culture, the most important priority of Confucianism, which highly values knowledge and scholarship, can be seen as the principle in many Vietnamese families, even when they immigrated to another country. Parents pay much attention to children’s study and in many cases sacrifice their career for their children to learn further. Also, a scholar often receives much respect from the society even if he is economically poor, rather than if he is a millionaire but academically insufficient.

According to Hofstede (1991), on a national scale, although the national geographical boundaries do not inevitably match with the social ones, there seems to be strong forces towards integration existing within the nations which produce substantial sharing of culture over the land. He also points out that on personal scale, individual value priorities are a product both of shared culture and unique personal experience. Shared cultural values in a society help to shape the common criteria and framework for individuals to adapt to the culture in which they spend their life time. Therefore, each
Cultural group or community has different values shared among members, coming from the relevant experiences socialized by its people. Of course, each person has his or her own personal priorities according to individual variations, unique experiences, characteristics and personalities.

Cultural values imply those criteria and standards that have been rooted in our mind, which are not easy to give up or to build up a new one. Even when the socio-economical complexion of the society has changed, some values were still in active (Nieto, 2009). For instance, although Confucianism reached it prosperity in the feudal society a long time ago, many of the Confucian philosophies and values are still shared among the Vietnamese, Chinese and some other Asian communities (Mc Hale, 2004; Rainey, 2010; Xu, 2006). Therefore, it has been claimed that ethnic cultural values and identities are maintained among immigrant community for many generations (Nieto, 2009).

**Maintaining Cultural Values in Immigrant Families**

Why it is important to maintain cultural values in immigrant families?

*To the community.* Cultural values of a community are invaluable, which should be preserved for the benefits of each member in that community as well as their descendants. The importance of cultural values maintenance for each culture in general and for immigrant communities throughout the world is not a topic of debate. This is also written in the UNESCO Universal Declaration of Cultural Diversity in 2001, Article 7: “Heritage in all forms must be preserved, enhanced, and handed on to future generations as a record of human experience and aspirations, so as to foster creativity in all its diversity and to inspire genuine dialog among cultures”.
Brislin (2001), when defining the concept of culture, implies that cultural values are the heritage of each ethnic or community. Although these values can sometimes be invisible to the outsider, they are the fundamentals that help form a culture and identify a community. That is why the concept of culture was always associated with ethnic identities in a lot of research (Flemming, 2003; Inman et al., 2007; Phinney et al., 2001; Warikoo, 2009; Syed, 2010). Preserving the cultural values, therefore, is keeping the identities of people belong to that culture, which creates a connection for individuals with the community within which they feel they belong.

**To children’s performance at school.** Many immigrant parents, who learn from their own experience about the importance of English in the new environment, accept the situation when their children are more proficient in English than the family language. They think that English proficiency brings the key to schooling success for their children, which promises a bright future for them. The thing is, the academic success they expected from their children, despite its close link to English competency, does not mean that the children have to give up their family language.

On the contrary, many studies have provided evidences for the benefits that bilingual education brings to the children (Bankston & Zhou, 1995; Cummins, 2000, 2005; Cummins et al., 1984; Dolson, 1985; Golash-Boza, 2005; Lazaruk, 2007, Smitherman, 1994; Soto, 1993). In fact, there have been studies about the positive effects of family language use on academic performance since the mid-1980s (Cummins et al., 1984; Dolson, 1985; Smitherman, 1994; Soto, 1993) which opposed the common attitudes in public schools at that time. They suggested that the children with lower academic achievement enjoyed to a much less extent of a home language setting with
their parents than those of higher-achieving youngsters; and that speaking English as monolingual might act as an obstacle to academic success for bicultural students. These findings prove that having a firm foundation in the first language would help the children with progress in terms of both language learning and academic performance. In other words, immigrant children who are learning English and their native language at the same time will do better at school than if they totally shift to English. These positive influences of the family language on children’s academic performance have been repeatedly reported in more recent research (Cummins, 2000, 2005; Golash-Boza 2005; Padila & Gonzalez, 2001).

It has also been proved that the native language knowledge enhance children’s second language acquisition (Cook, 2007; Cummins, 2000, 2005, Golash-Boza, 2005). There seems to be several reasons for this. As soon as the children are able to continue with their native language at home, they develop a systematic awareness of how language works and how to function the language properly. This language acquisition development is called “metalinguistic awareness” (Collier, 1995, p.14). It is this metalinguistic awareness that helps children improve not only their native language but also the language of English. Collier suggests that if the children communicate better in their native language, practicing English at home can slow down the cognitive development of the children. This is because the “level of cognitive maturity” can only act when speakers (children and their parents) talk the language of their proficiency (Collier, 1995, p.14). This result matches with Cummins’s (1989) principle of linguistic interdependence, saying that ‘there is an underlying cognitive and academic proficiency which is common across languages’ (p.44). Cummins insists that the children’s second language acquisition
and academic skills can be greatly facilitated and enhanced by their native language knowledge.

**To home education.** Family provides the children with the fundamental elements for their success in later life, which the school cannot deliver (Fillmore, 2000; Nodding, 2005). These factors are also a part of the cultural values including knowledge of one’s origin and identities, the ability to deal with hardships, the importance of emotional connections and responsibility to oneself, family and community.

In addition, from the curriculum at home, the children learn of the sense of belonging and learn how to be a part of the community (Fillmore, 2000). This provides children with more connections to the immigrant community and peers, developing children’s confidence and self-esteem, which are crucial for their future lives. Also, the perception of two different cultures helps children improve their critical thinking by seeing various viewpoints toward a phenomenon or problem.

Moreover, there is a strong connection between maintaining language and cultural values and enhancing the relationship between parents and children in immigrant families. (Bacallao & Smokowski, 2007; Fillmore, 2000; King & Fogle, 2006; Hornberger, 2010). If parents can help their children to preserve the cultural values of their origin, there will be opportunities that the children understand and respect their parents’ traditional values and beliefs. This creates the space for family members to share, discuss and exchange their views. Therefore, maintaining cultural values within immigrant families will help parents to maintain the home education, the hidden curriculum that may greatly affect the development of the children.
The role of parents in cultural values maintenance in immigrant families.

Maintaining cultural values in immigrant families are important topic and that has gained concerns from parents and educators for a long time. There have also been some studies about the role parents and the link between parents’ attitudes and the situation of cultural values maintenance in immigrant families (Bankston and Zhou, 1995; Dion & Dion, 2001; Inman et al., 2007; Park & Sarkar, 2007; Phinney et al., 2001; Super and Harkness, 1997). Phinney et al.’s (2001) suggests that together with the influence from their peers, parents’ attitudes are important to adolescents in maintaining cultural values and forming ethnic identities.

Super and Harkness (1997) claim that the major socializing influence on children and adolescents is from their family, which explains why parents’ strong commitment is important to cultural values maintenance and ethnic identity. There is also evidence about a positive relationship between a child’s sense of ethnic identity and parents’ attempt to maintain family language (Bankston and Zhou, 1995; Dion & Dion, 2001; Inman et al., 2007; Park & Sarkar, 2007; Phinney et al., 2001).

However, among the research about the topic of maintaining cultural values in immigrant families, there is little research about Vietnamese immigrant community (Chow, 2006; Farver et al., 2002; Phinney et al., 2001; Nguyen & Williams, 1989; Tran, 2005). The existing body of research tends to frame Vietnamese immigrant experiences within the larger Southeast Asian immigrant population (Choi, 2001; Lee, 2006; Ngo & Lee, 2007). The issue of culture, nevertheless, is various among countries in the Southeast Asia. As Vietnam has been among the 30 most common birthplaces of immigrants to Windsor and Vietnamese is among the top 15 first-language among
immigrant in this city with an increasing trend (Statistic Canada, 2007 as cited in Artaman, 2009), there comes a need for a study about the Vietnamese immigrant community as an independent group. The implications from this study might also be applied to Vietnamese community in other small cities in Ontario which is has a multicultural community like Windsor.
Chapter 3

Research Methodology

In this chapter, I will give an overview of narrative inquiry as my research methodology and how I have applied the narrative inquiry to study the families’ stories. First, I will provide a definition as well as other general concepts of narrative inquiry. Second, I will explain the procedure of my research, what research methods were used, how I recruited the participants. Finally, I will discuss about my pilot study and what I have learned from the pilot study.

Narrative Inquiry

What is narrative inquiry? Narrative inquiry is defined as “a way of thinking about life” (Xu & Connelly, 2009, p. 221). The study of narrative, therefore, is the study of the ways humans experience their own lives (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). One can understand narrative inquiry as a method of studying and understanding experience as “lived and told stories”. In other words, narrative inquiry is learning from experience, and making meaning of experience. The method of narrative inquiry illustrates a view of education as the “construction and reconstruction of personal and social stories” (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 2), which studies educational phenomena not as rigid and theoretical but flexible, ongoing reflection of what is happening in everyday life. In other words, it is the study about a “phenomenal world in which experience is mediated by stories” (Xu & Connelly, 2009, p. 221).

In narrative inquiry, the role of experience is highly appreciated, especially for educational research. The theoretical foreground for the method comes from Dewey’s (1938) writings about experience and education, in which he emphasized the importance
of learning through experience and the need of a theory of experience. As a result, narrative inquiry is an approach of studying through stories. It allows the researcher to learn through personal experience and human social aspects without quantifying them into rigid facts or numbers, because when experience is quantified, it loses its fullness and meaning which we are searching for (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000).

In this study, immigrant Vietnamese parents from each family have different experiences in educating their child and maintaining educational or cultural values of the family. Although the parents belong to the Vietnamese community in Windsor, their experiences in relation to this topic may vary from family to family depending on their own socio-economic situation, past experiences, expectations for the future, religions, beliefs, etc. A story of one’s experience might be transcribed very differently considering these above factors. With narrative inquiry, I had a chance to approach the parents’ experiences through their own stories, which reflected vividly their conceptions, perspectives and behaviours on the topic.

**Three-dimensions of narrative inquiry space.** In narrative inquiry approach, the experience or phenomenon is studied as an ongoing life space, with three continuums of temporal, personal-social and place that form a three dimensional life space (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). This three dimensional life space, corresponding to interaction (personal-social), continuity (past, present and future) and situation (place), is a metaphorical images of “the four directions in any inquiry: inward and outward, backward and forward” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 50). For those directions, “inward” refers to the internal situations including feelings, hopes or morality, “outward” indicates the surrounding conditions; and “backward” and “forward” focus on the notion
of temporality (p. 50). Clandinin and Connelly believe that when studying an experience, the narrative inquirer should put himself in these four directions at the same time. The following sections will give further explanation of those terms and show how they are applied to this study.

**Temporal continuums.** The continuum of temporal refers to the “backward” and “forward” among the four directions (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). This dimension of time based on Dewey’s (1938) principle of continuity of experience, which is considered as one of the criteria of experience. This is because current experiences are not independent in time, but rather a result of what had come from earlier experiences and will be part of any further experiences one might have in the future. As no experience could stand alone in time, stories from parents do not merely reflect experiences they have at that moment, but also a reflection of their background in the past and their expectation for the future. When studying about experiences, therefore, each story should be put into the continuous relation of time in order to interpret or explore them.

**Personal-social continuums.** Personal-social continuums correspond to the “outward” direction which is associated with Dewey’s (1938) second criterion of experience – the criterion of interaction. Since no one can live without interaction with other people and the surrounding environment, the “outward” conditions should be considered seriously in any study about personal experience (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). Stories from a parent reflect the social background of the family, because the experiences they have are the combination of their norms, beliefs and behaviours, which are affected by their interaction with other people in the society. Different backgrounds lead to different experiences, and require different interpretations. Furthermore, the
criterion of interaction refers to the relationship and interaction between parents and the researcher as well as the background from which the researcher came.

**Continuums of place.** This dimension focuses on the importance of place to an experience. A narrative inquiry method requires the stories or experiences should be located into the continuum of place in order to study them. The term “place” refers to different living situations or environment such as at school, in the office, in the family, from western countries, from eastern countries. When learning about human experience, inquirer should understand that people behave or experience differently in different situations, or their background might change when they move from one living space to another. In other words, experiences will be diversified corresponding to the situation, formality, or culture of the place where those experiences happen. For instance, parents’ experiences in Vietnam will not be the same as that in Canada; the stories that happen at school will differ from ones at home.

In short, the metaphorical three-dimensional life space proposed by Clandinin and Connelly (2000) is the key to any narrative inquiry. Any stories and experiences will be studied by the inquirer in its ongoing three dimensional life space so that the stories would live with their full colours and richness rather than just being quantified into rigid facts and numbers. Stories of parents should be treated with consideration for their continuity (past-present-future), interaction (personal-social and relationship with interviewer) and situation (place).

**Procedure**

**Research method.**
**In-depth interview.** I chose to use in-depth one-on-one interview as my primary inquiry method for my study. The advantage of interview is that it lets the researcher gain a more insightful look of the issue. In-depth interviews help provide more details concerning the participants’ experiences (Cresswell, 2009). Interview is employed in narrative inquiry as a method of collecting the “field texts” as being called by Clandinin and Connelly (2000), and is one of the most common formats in narrative inquiry.

According to Clandinin and Connelly (2000), the “field texts” are “created, neither found nor discovered” by the interviewer and the participants (p. 92). The “field texts” created from an interview, therefore, are in the three-dimensional life space and “reflect the complexity of the life space” (Xu & Connelly, 2010).

For the purpose of narrative inquiry, the interviews semi-structured with open-ended questions. To collect the fieldnotes, as an inquirer, I did not force the participants to answer the questions in a strictly structured way or talk about any specific issues like language or education. Rather, my participants were the ones who took the lead in the interviews. They chose to tell me their stories in their own ways and with their own terms. This goes in accordance with Xu’s (2006) and Xu and Connelly’s (2010) principles in collecting field text. The participants were also the ones who chose the location for the interviews based on their convenience and privacy. As a result, the interviews were conducted at participants’ homes or their store provided that the children were not present. Each interview lasted for about one hour; and the language of interview was Vietnamese, as the parents feels more comfortable to be interviewed in Vietnamese and this is also my first language. After interviewing, the transcriptions were sent back to the participants for revision and verification before translating into English. In addition, I
had a number of small talks with the parents to include more details about the content of the interviews or related issues.

**Fieldnotes.** In addition to the interview, I also took Dr. Xu’s advice to keep taking fieldnotes about the context of the interviews (time, location and some specific conversations) and write my reflections on what I had observed in the families as those fieldnotes would provide me with more details for later analysis of the field text. It also helped me record what the recorder couldn’t such as the participants’ facial expressions or their gestures which are important to make meaning of their stories. Dr. Xu said: “Keeping fieldnotes will help you think narratively. Later, when you analyze the narratives you have collected from the interviews, you can refer back to your notes and those fieldnotes will help you see the flow of the stories in the ongoing life space” (personal communication, November 2012). Therefore, I used fieldnotes as the supplementary method for my interviews. The system of fieldnotes really helped me in developing a narrative way of thinking of the lived experience and retelling the stories in the three-dimensional inquiry space as discussed in Xu and Connelly (2009; 2010). In other words, for each narrative I tried to interpret it “not as a thing happening at that moment but as an expression of something happening over time” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p.29).

**Participants.** The participants in this study are parents from Vietnamese immigrant families in Windsor. After the pilot study, I decided to interview both parents from each participating family. The parents who will be interviewed are the ones who have at least one of their children at the school age or older (i.e., from 6 years old up). The participating parents are living in the Vietnamese church community in Windsor. I
had initially contacted ten parents from five immigrant families. However, when I contacted the participants for my thesis study, one of the participating families was moving to Ottawa where the father found a new job. As a result, they wanted to withdraw from my study. Finally, there were eight parents from four families participating in my study. Xu (2006) also describes the similar situation in her dissertation when she could not follow up with some of her participants due to the “fluidity of people’s lives” (p. 215).

As stated earlier, for narrative inquiry, an interview is not employed merely as a way of collecting field text, but rather a collaboration between the researcher and the participants to create a reflection or “field texts” from what the story tells (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). In order to have a good collaboration with the participants, interviewers must build a trusting relationship with the participants. A trusting relationship is the key for the researcher to get my inquiry into people’s lived experiences and to make meaning of their stories (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Xu, 2006; Xu & Connelly, 2010). Xu and Connelly (2010, p.364) also discuss how to develop such trusted relationship with the participants overtime as the researcher “joins in with the flow of life”. As a result, before conducting interviews with the participating parents, I visited them several times at the church or at their houses in order to try to get involved into the participants’ life space. However, for the purpose of confidentiality, the name and other demographic of all the participants are not revealed and all the names appear in the narrative chapters are pseudonyms (S.J. Xu, personal communication, November 2011).

I started my initial entry into the research field by participating at the Windsor church activities in November 2011 after I got the REB approval for my pilot study for a
graduate course. This pilot study helped me much with developing my thesis proposal and my thesis research. When I volunteered at the church, I was warmly welcomed by the community. Learning that I was an international student who did not have a car, some parents even gave me a lift home after the church. A couple of weeks later, I gave a short introduction about my research at the church weekly meeting. Many parents seemed to be interested in my research topic, and they came to talk to me after my presentation. Some parents gave me their phone number so that I could contact them later for my research. However, I only contacted one parent for my pilot interview and saved the contact information that other parents gave me for my main research. After my pilot study, more parents showed their interest in my research. The topic of maintaining Vietnamese language and culture became a shared concern among the parents when they met me at the church community meeting or activities. Some parents introduced me to their children and asked me to speak with them in Vietnamese or give them advice for schooling according to my experience. I also got contact information of more potential participants for my study.

When I first volunteered at the church, I noticed that some people asked about how I traveled to Canada when they talked about me. The same question was also frequently asked when the parents came to talk to me after my presentation at the church. Given the assumption that airplane would be an obvious way to travel from Vietnam to Canada as the two countries are half-the-earth apart, I was confused when people kept asking me the question: “How did you get to Canada?” I did not know why many parents asked me this question until later when I talked to a parent who was my husband’s friend and learned that the connotation of that question would refer to my immigrant status in
Canada. Later on, a parent told me in an interview that most people who came to Canada and the U.S. during the 1970s and 1980s were “boat people”, a term referring to people who came as refugees. The term “boat people” does not only refer to their way of traveling but also indicates the challenges and hardships that they had experienced during the journey to Canada. Therefore, among the Vietnamese people, if one says that he or she travelled to Canada by boat, others will understand that he or she came under refugees’ stream.

Among the Vietnamese immigrants in Canada, although there are no exact statistics, the majority seem to have come from the South Vietnam who landed as refugees for political reason as an aftereffect of the Vietnam War during the late 1970s (Wikipedia, 2011). That is when the term “boat people” came into common use with the mass departure of Vietnamese refugees from the South Vietnam. However, in the 1980s, there was also a trend of leaving the country for a better life in some coastal provinces like Haiphong in North Vietnam and Nha Trang in the central of Vietnam. Two out of four families in this study are from the South Vietnam. There is one family from the North and one family from the Central of Vietnam. All parents had gone through the concentration camps (prison centres to detain illegal immigrants before they were recognized as refugees) in Hong Kong and/or the Philippines for at least a year before they got to Canada.

I visited each of the families several times for my interviews with the parents. As I found from my pilot study that the parents from the same family might have different perspectives toward the issue of maintaining cultural values in their family, I decided to interview each parent separately as an individual participant for the study. However,
when I came to see them at home, the parent sometimes appeared together. They also appeared in one another’s stories. Those individual interviews from each parent, thus, would contribute to the stories of the family. Moreover, although I interviewed them separately, I also have a number of small talks with both of them over the topic of parents’ educational role, home education, maintaining culture, and Canadian education system. Therefore, for each family in this chapter, I will not present the parents’ perspectives separately by their interviews but rather compare and group their views according to the similarities and differences and how they fit into the family’s stories.

The pilot study: My first lesson about narrative inquiry. Based on the research questions, I have piloted an interview a father from Vietnamese church community in Windsor. With the narrative inquiry approach, I used a semi-structured interview, with open-ended questions and the language of interview was Vietnamese. The interview lasted for about an hour, and was recorded for later transcribing and translating into English. Full descriptions and detailed findings of the pilot study were enclosed to the appendix of the thesis.

The pilot interview had helped me much not only with testing the structure and contents of the interview questions but also collecting initial field text to make suitable adaptation for future interviews. For instance, after the pilot interview, I decided to interview both the father and the mother in a family instead of interviewing only one parent. That is because I found out from the father’s sharing that even within the family, parents might have different views about their educational role. In addition, the stories of each parent will contribute to a bigger picture of the family.
Before the pilot interview, I was afraid that my participating parents would have similar or same narratives about the role of parents in their families, as they had so much in common in their backgrounds. All of them came as refugees with similar hardships on their way to Canada, they have been in Canada for more than 15 years, their children are similar in age, and they all have the same religion. Listening to my concern, Dr. Xu said: “The parents may have similar background, but how do you know that they have the same perspective? How do you know that their hardships are similar? You don’t know. You need to put off your assumptions before you interview them” (personal communication, October 2011). What she said had become true. The more I got to know the parents and listened to their families’ stories, the more differences I found. At last, my presumptions were reversed. Even though the parents seemed to be similar in their backgrounds, their narratives and experience are totally different. Even parents from one family might have different opinions toward the issue depending on their experience both past and present, their beliefs and their hopes for the future. As Dr. Xu had foreseen, the pilot study really helped me get rid of my presumptions before getting into the main study and it was also an opportunity for me to practice to “think narratively”.

In addition, the pilot interview was a wonderful chance for me to practice my interview skill and double check the terms from my questions. What I learned from my pilot interview with Mr. Tran, the participating father also confirms Xu’s (2006) argument about understanding the immigrant families’ stories in their own terms. When I interviewed Tran using the terms that were common in the literature such as “ethnic identity”, “ethnic adaptation” and “cultural identity”, he kept asking me to explain such terms. After I gave him the explanation, he used the terms “culture” and “cultural values”
instead in his answer. I have come to realize that the majority of existing studies in
culture and maintaining cultural values have been done in terms unfamiliar to immigrant
parents. From parents’ perspectives, what they have been trying to do is not just keeping
the so-called “ethnic identity” but rather holding the values of their origin and creating a
system of values in the family for the purpose of educating their children. When I
reported to Dr. Xu about this, she advised me noting down my reflection about this and
learning from it for my future interviews (personal communication, December 2011).

From Chapter 4 to Chapter 7, I will present the field text that I have collected in
the form of the families’ stories. This idea was originated from Xu (2006) in which she
presented her work with Chinese newcomer families in the form of an opera in the three-
dimensional narrative inquiry framework to make it easier for the readers “to follow and
identify more vividly with the characters” in their own narrative ongoing life space
(p.16). This way of presenting the field text into families’ stories also helps me as an
inquirer in structuring my thesis to best “capture” and present the fluidity of the
participants’ lives (Xu, 2006). Another reason is that I would like to let the readers see all
the glimpses of people’s lives as I experienced it and allow the readers to have their own
thinking and judgments of the problems and issues from the stories (S.J. Xu, personal
communication, March 2012). These four chapters, therefore, will be the core of my
thesis.
Chapter 4

“Blood Is Thicker Than Water” – The Close Kinship in Vietnamese Culture

Introduction to the Chapter

The stories in this chapter are from a family from the North of Vietnam. The family has been in Windsor for over 16 years since 1996. The father’s name is Tran, and the mother’s name is Mai. They were among the “boat people” from Vietnam who left the country in the late 1980s. They had spent four years in Hong Kong concentration camp and another two years in The Philippines before they could reach Canada. The three daughters of the family, as a result, were born in different places, one in Vietnam, one in Hong Kong, and the youngest one in Canada. Van, the oldest daughter of the family, is 24 years old. Born in Vietnam, she had to leave the country with her parents when she was only nine months old. She has lived on her own since she was 17 when she went to university in London, Ontario, a city two hours away from her home, and she rented an apartment near her university. She only came back several times a year on her vacations. Therefore, I was lucky to meet her two times when she brought her boyfriend home to introduce him to her family and later when she was back for her summer vacation. The second daughter, Tam, born in a refugee camp in Hong Kong, is now 20 years old. She joined her sister in September 2012 at the same university. However, she often came back for a dinner with the family on the weekends. Vicky, the youngest daughter, is 15 years old. She is a high school student and still lives with her parents at home. Unlike her two sisters, Vicky doesn’t have a Vietnamese name. Tran and Mai also called her by her English name Vicky only.
In their early years in Canada, the parents had tried various kinds of basic labour and farm work before the father found a job as a technical worker in an automobile company. However, since the father has to work at night-time hour while the mother work daily on the farm, the family really treasure the time when they can be together during the weekend.

I knew Tran when I joined a group from the church to watch a football game at a member’s house after going back from the church’s Sunday meeting. Tran and I had a small talk when we were waiting for the game to start, and he seemed to be interested when I told him about the topic of my study. Tran told me a story about his friend whose children did not speak Vietnamese nor played with Vietnamese friends. He said he felt sad about it and encouraged me to continue with my study. Before we left on that day, he told me that he would like to participate in my study and invited me to his house when I had free time. I also had some other chances to talk with him later on when we met at the church’s meetings and at the coffee shop. The father, Tran, had also participated in my pilot study that I mentioned in the previous chapters in Fall 2011. However, for my pilot study, I did not have a chance to meet with Tran’s family because they were not at home when I interviewed him. I only got to know his wife, Mai, and his three daughters when I visited the family in June 2012.

“Everyone Is Brother and Sister, or Auntie and Uncle”

(June 3, 2012 at Tran’s house)

On a Sunday in June, Tran invited me to visit his house so that he could introduce me to his wife and his daughters. As he knew that I was studying a master program in education, Tran wanted me to come and share my experience with his second daughter
who intended to pursue her graduate study in the field of education. I was at his house at around 1 pm. That was the first time I had been to his house. Because it was a Sunday, the whole family was at home.

When I came in, Tran, his wife and one of their daughters were sitting at the table working on some paper work. The daughter was trying to translate the document with the help of a computer dictionary. Tran introduced me to Mai, his wife and Vicky, his daughter and told me that they were preparing the supporting documents to sponsor his wife’s nephew to study in Canada. As I am fluent in both Vietnamese and English, Tran asked me to help with checking his daughter’s translation and the documents.

Mai, Tran’s wife, told me about Dat, the nephew, when we were working on the paper:

Dat is my sister’s only son; he’s the hope of her family. His parents have been working so hard for all their lives; they just dream that their son can study at a university in Canada. It was out of our reach a couple of years ago, but now that two of my daughters have moved out and lived on their own, I can take Dat to Canada to fulfill my sister’s dream. That’s the best thing I can do for her.

(Fieldnotes, June 3, 2012)

Later on she added:

I am glad that my daughters are helping with this. When I talked to them about this, they understood and agreed with me. They even assisted me with translating the documents and writing the guarantor’s letters. I was once afraid that they would question and oppose my decision to take my nephew here but fortunately they didn’t. I know a friend whose son did not want her to send money or to help
any of the relatives in Vietnam, or even contact them. He said that his mother was working too hard to earn her living in Canada without any help from the relatives in Vietnam, so they didn’t need the relatives. Isn’t that bad? My friend was so sad that her son was thinking that way.

I often send part of the money we make to my mother in Vietnam, too. I also give some money to my sisters or brothers who are in need. I may not earn much, and it’s not easy to earn money, but we would still like to send some to Vietnam. Sharing is not only our responsibility but also our happiness. What is the point if you earn a lot of money and keep it all for yourself?

That’s one of the differences between Canadian and Vietnamese culture. In Canada, people live in nuclear families with only parents and their children. They rarely live with their grandparents, let alone cousins or relatives. In Vietnam, as you know, we live in big families; everyone is brother and sister, or auntie and uncle. That’s how it works for us. If there is a value from Vietnam that I would like to keep, it will be that close kinship we hold with our relatives.

There’s an old saying “Blood is thicker than water”. Wherever you go, you should keep contact with your relatives. We help each other when we can, we share ups and downs, and we respect the elders and share our love with the younger. In my opinion, learning how to share our love with our family and relatives in particular and with other people in general is the first lesson in order to be a good person.

(Fieldnotes, June 3, 2012)

I was impressed by what Mai shared about her family values. I know that they have to work very hard for 10-12 hours a day to earn their living. But they still think
about sharing it with their relatives in Vietnam. It shows their strong connection with their country of origin. How does this strong attachment influence her way of educating the children and maintaining cultural values in her family? I will discuss about this later in my discussion chapter.

**Vietnamese Dinner and its Traditional Custom**

(June 3, 2012 at Tran’s house)

Later, she invited me to have dinner with the family. Her two elder daughters, Van and Tam, came back home for the weekend dinner, so all members of the family were present at the meal. We sat around the table and ate together. The food on the table was typical Vietnamese food from Northern provinces: rice, seafood, and spring rolls with fish sauce.

When we were sitting at the table, I noticed that all the three girls waited for their father to take the first spring roll to his bowl before they started eating. Actually, this illustrates a Vietnamese traditional custom in which the younger wait for the oldest in the family to start eating first. I also waited with the girls until her father started eating. This is an example of the values learned naturally around the table. (Fieldnotes, June 3, 2012)

**“In my Family, We Always Have Vietnamese Food”**

(August 2012 at Tran’s house)

I go to Tran’s house for the second visit in August 2012 when Mai and Tran wanted to introduce to me Dat, their newly arrived nephew. As they knew that I was an English teacher in a Vietnamese university before I came to Canada, they wanted me to talk to Dat and give him advice about how to learn English and how to cope with university life in Canada.
Although they invited me and my husband for dinner, I arrived alone earlier in the afternoon to spend time talking with the nephew to see if I could help him with his studying English. It was a Sunday again because that was the only day when Tran and Mai could both be at home for a family dinner. Knowing that I was always interested in talking about education, maintaining culture and teaching Vietnamese, Tran and Mai tried to cover these topics when we were eating together. The meal gathered Tran, Mai and their three daughters (Van, Tam and Vicky), the nephew (Dat), my husband and myself. This time, when I came, all the girls were in the kitchen helping Mai with preparing the food and decorating the table. When we put food on the table, Mai said to me: “A meal together is very important for a family. It is by far the most effective way to teach the children about cultural values in the family. As a result, we always try to have dinner together although we can only gather once or twice a week on the weekend.”

(Fieldnotes, August 2012)

Mai also shared with me her view about which Vietnamese cultural values that she would like to maintain in her family:

I find it too broad to cover the term cultural values. It is very difficult to define what the cultural values are and what we should or should not keep. Well, we know when it comes to the specific situation, but it is just not that clear to tell. I personally take Vietnamese cultural values as everything from our country’s customs, traditions and norms that have been involved in the family’s everyday life. Generally, we can not keep our Vietnamese ways rigid all the time, but we have to combine the two cultures to make… something new… provided that it
works for the family, you know, you can not indicate a clear boundary for such an abstract thing like culture.

I would keep the traditional foods, and the traditional celebrations. It’s maybe because I am a woman (smile). In my family, we always have Vietnamese food. I also teach my daughters to make Vietnamese traditional food like spring rolls and some other simple dishes. All my girls like Vietnamese food. Tam [the second daughter] called me from her apartment last month asking me how to cook chicken porridge because she missed that dish from home. I told her how to cook it and she could make porridge for herself from my instructions on the phone. Tam is always good at cooking Vietnamese food; she has invited her friends to come and enjoy Vietnamese food too.

Van can also cook a bit of Vietnamese food, although she prefers cooking Western food as she said it would save her time. Cooking Vietnamese food takes a bit more time and is more difficult for her, I think. That is why she’s never made spring rolls by herself although she likes spring rolls best among the Vietnamese food. She said that it took too much time. So I usually have to prepare spring rolls for her to bring to her university when she comes back home on the weekends.

I also told them to invite friends to our house to have dinner or share Vietnamese food to their friends when they bring lunch to school. Of course, my daughter’s foreign friends can only eat very common Vietnamese food like spring rolls or Pho, but it’s a big dynamic for them to keep Vietnamese food in our home. That also increases their pride in being Vietnamese. (Interview with Mai, August 2012)

“Vietnamese Language Is the First Thing to Keep”
(August 2012 at Tran’s house)

When they first came to Canada, both Tran and Mai could not find a job. They had to work on the farm and took turns to look after the two daughters. When Vicky, the third daughter, was born in 1997, Mai decided to stay at home as a housewife. However, to increase the income for the family, Mai looked after the children for other Vietnamese mothers who worked fulltime with cheaper price than the public and private daycares. She used to have around ten children at her house including her three daughters which helped her earn even more money than working on the farm. I was surprised at how she could handle such work load and filled with admiration when she revealed her philosophy of living.

This is what she revealed about teaching Vietnamese in the family and how she taught her daughters to learn Vietnamese:

It’s obvious that Vietnamese language is the first thing to keep in order to maintain Vietnamese culture in the family. Vietnamese is important to them [the children] and to us. We can not speak English, so they have to speak Vietnamese to sustain the communication in the family and help us with some work that requires translation or interpretation. It’s also a bonus if the children can talk in Vietnamese with their grandmother on the phone when we call to Vietnam during the holidays; this will bring a huge happiness to my mother. Besides, it’s an advantage for them to learn another language so they have more chances to find a good job.

I take this seriously. Actually, I could not speak English when I first came here, so I only spoke Vietnamese to my children, and they had to respond in Vietnamese if
they would like me to understand. I took that as a blessing in disguise for me. I know a family who spoke mostly English at home because the parents could speak English well. They lost Vietnamese in the home as soon as the children went to school and learned English at school.

When they were small, I used to tell them bedtime stories in Vietnamese, I retold the fairy tales that my grandmother told me when I was a little girl. When they went to school and learned how to read and write, I bought ABC books from Vietnam to teach them. I wrote the letters in pencil and asked them to cover my writing with pens. When they could write by themselves, I asked them to copy half a page of Vietnamese book per day and two pages for the weekend. And I asked them to practice until the letters were well-written and easy to read. I also asked them to read to me what they had written when they were done. If they could not read the page, they would have to rewrite it. That way they would try to learn what they had written, not just copy it physically. You know, it was difficult for the children to write Vietnamese sometimes as the language has five tone marks and about ten special letters that are different from the English alphabet.

My youngest daughter, Vicky, often makes mistake when it comes to the tone and she sometimes creates very funny words (laugh). These copying exercises were an effective way for all of my daughters to practice Vietnamese and also an effective way for me to monitor their time.

However, it got more and more difficult when the girls were in higher grades. They had more homework, they spent more time at school and they spoke more English. We had to be really firm to keep them speaking Vietnamese at home. If
we spoke English even once, they would understand that they can speak English at home to us, and we would lose. (Interview with Mai, August 2012)

Mai also added her “secret strategy”:

To encourage my children to speak more Vietnamese, I try to answer with a “yes” if they can ask me in Vietnamese, and give them a “no” if the request is in English. We made an agreement between us to keep forcing the children to speak more Vietnamese that way. For example, when my girl would like to ask for some money to buy her friend a birthday gift, I would refuse if she asked me in English, and tell her that I did not understand what she was talking about. Then, if she repeated the question in Vietnamese, she would get what she wants (smile).

Tran also repeated what he had told before when I interviewed him in my pilot study:

We did not state it as a rule, but after a while, all my daughters figured out the trick to have our agreement, and they were so eager to use their “secret power”. Gradually, my girls preferred to speak Vietnamese with me and my wife, they keep practicing their Vietnamese. The “secret power” works better than any compulsory rules do. (Fieldnotes, August 2012)

Nevertheless, both Tran and Mai think that Vietnamese is only important for the first generation to ensure the communication between the children and their parents who do not speak English. Tran said:

I don’t think they [his daughters] need to be proficient [in Vietnamese] enough to teach their children in the future. The next generation will live here [in Canada]
forever and can communicate with their parents perfectly in English so they do
not have to learn as much Vietnamese. (Interview with Tran, December 2011)

“In Vietnam, They Could Learn Much More Than Just the Language”
(August 2012 at Tran’s house)

Mai also talked about bringing the children back to Vietnam as a way of
improving the language for their children:

You can bring them all to Vietnam. In Vietnam, they have no choice but to speak
Vietnamese. I have brought my daughter to Vietnam three times, each time for a
month or two. My daughters loved it very much as they could play and travel. In
Vietnam, they could learn much more than just the language, they would have the
sense of their parent’s homeland and relatives as well. However, this is a costly
method, and you will have to go in summer so that it does not affect their learning
at school. (Interview with Mai, August 2012)

Nevertheless, Tran did not recommend this as a method for learning the language.
In his opinion, this method is not suitable for the children but for a more professional
people who have the real need of understanding the language and the culture:

It’s effective, but too costly. It’s not necessary to come back to Vietnam just to
learn the language. It would be beneficial if you would like to learn the language
and culture for serious purpose, for example, to get a professional job, like being
an MC for a Vietnamese TV channel… like Ky Duyen [a famous Vietnamese
singer in the show Paris by Nights - a well-known entertaining show among
Vietnamese oversea community in the U.S and Canada]. (Fieldnotes, August
2012)
“We Can Not Discipline the Child in Our Asian Way”

(August 2012 at Tran’s house)

Mai also highlighted the difference between the two cultures:

The way of educating a child in Canada is so different. Here, the children are not taught how to respect their elders, everyone calls each other by the first name. I find it ridiculous when a child calls a man at her grandpa’s age by his first name, it’s just so difficult to get used to that. Also, the children were taught too much about individuality. I see that it makes the child more independent, but then the child has no sense of sharing and they do not listen to their parents. In addition, in Canada, we can not discipline the child in our Asian way because we will be intervened for sure by the Children Aid Society. We Asian believe in “Spare the rod, spoil the child”. However, in Canada, you will be in trouble if they see you use the rod, even just to discipline the child for the benefit of herself or himself.

She continued to tell the incident she once had with the Children Aid Society:

It was when we first came here, and Vicky was only a couple of months old. I did a daycare job at home, and the house was always full with ten kids, including my three daughters. I don’t remember exactly why I spanked Van at that time, but it was really soft. I just used my hand to smack her bum; it did not to hurt her at all. However, when she wrote that I spanked her in her journal, the teacher read it and called the Children Aid Society. I had to deal with the Children Aid Society for almost two years. They came and interviewed me every month. I had a daycare at home as well, so they came and watched me. I tried to explain to them about the Vietnamese ways of discipline the children; I told them that I neither spanked her
because of my bad temper nor did anything that would harm her physically or mentally, but they did not listen. Finally, I felt so frustrated that I told the Children Aid officer that they could take my daughter away if they would like to provided that they must ensure a spot for my daughter at a good university because I had the RESP plan for her already. After lots of interviews, they finally let me be. (Interview with Mai, August 2012)

“You Can’t be a Real Vietnamese If You Can’t Tell about Vietnamese History”

(August 2012 at Tran’s house)

Tran returned his talk to the strategies for maintaining culture. He talked about learning Vietnamese history as a part of Vietnamese culture:

In my opinion, history of a country is very important to learn. You can’t be a real Vietnamese if you can’t tell about Vietnamese history. So I told my daughters a lot of stories and legends in our history which were fascinating to them and easy for them to remember. (Fieldnotes, August 2012)

To illustrate his viewpoints, Tran showed us a bunch of historical story books in Vietnamese that he keeps in his basement. He seemed to be very proud of the bookshelf. However, when he left the room, Mai smiled and told me that history did not work for the girls anymore. She explained that historical stories and legends were interesting to the daughters, but only when they were small. Now that they are going to school and busy with homework and other concerns, they seem to lose their interests in their father’s stories which sometimes makes him upset. Besides, a part of the recent history is related to the Vietnamese War, which is not a nice memory to remember and to tell. Since she told me the major population of the immigrant families in Canada and the U.S are
refugees from the South (as Mai told me earlier when I chatted), Mai feels that they are fortunate enough that other families from the South do not see them as enemy because they are from the North. It is definitely not a wise thing to remind other immigrants in the community about that part in history. (Fieldnotes, August 2012)

“There Is No Time for Talking between Parents and Children”

(August 2012 at Tran’s house)

Mai also added some difficulties in educating the children which in her opinions is very common among immigrant families.

Time is an issue to parents. Most parents have to work very hard to earn a living for the whole family. Because most of them do not speak much English, their obvious choices are to work on the farm, in a restaurant or catching worms in the field. These are hard work and require severe hours, usually overnight. Parents, therefore, are so tired when they get home, and do not have time for their children anymore. Sometimes, they try to help the children with the homework, that’s the best they can do. There is no time for talking between parents and children.

When the children go to school, it gets worse as the children learn more English. Children do not talk in Vietnamese as much as when they were at home, and parents do not have enough English to explain things or talk to them. It becomes more and more difficult to communicate in the family. The children also get to learn more about Canada culture at school and gradually forget about the Vietnamese way at home. But we can never cherish the children in our arm forever; we have to let them go out. Therefore, it takes great effort from parents to maintain cultural values for their children. You have to be keen on all the
tradition, the food, the language, and any traditional celebrations. I was thinking about skipping the Vietnamese New Year’s celebration sometimes, as those days were usually normal weekdays in Canada, but I did not dare to. I was afraid that if I skipped it one time, I would skip it another time and skip it all gradually. I know it’s tough to keep the values, but it’s worth it. (Interview with Mai, August 2012)

To sum up, I have learned so much from this family’s stories, from their determination to maintain Vietnamese traditions, especially its language and food, to those beautiful values that they treasure in the family. Although the parents have to work 10-12 hours a day, they still share part of their earnings with their relatives in Vietnam. I was impressed by how the parents managed to keep this overseas family bond. This represents one of the core values in Vietnamese culture which I will discuss further in my discussion chapter. Another issue that will be brought into discussion is the tension in disciplining a child in a Vietnamese way in the Canadian cultures and how it affects children’s home education by parents. In the next chapter, I will explore the efforts in maintaining the cultural values in one of the participating families who is considered a well-adapted family by other parents in the church community because both parents can speak English and have stable jobs that they find are satisfying and well-paying jobs.
Chapter 5

A Family’s Principle: “It’s Most Important That You Spend Time with Your Child”

Introduction to the Chapter

The main characters in this chapter are Nam and Tram, who both came to Canada from the South Vietnam. Tram and Nam have been in Canada for almost 30 years since they left Vietnam in the early 1980s. Tram had lived in different places in Canada with her family before she met Nam, married him and moved to Windsor in 1990. The family had become one of the core families of the church community since they came to Windsor. They often helped with organizing and preparing the activities and celebrations of the church and soon earned the respect of the people within the community.

The family has two children, one boy and one girl, who were both born in Canada. The boy’s name is Tien, he is 14 years old. The girl is 10 years old, and her name is Na. I was really impressed by Tien and Na since the first time I saw them at the Vietnamese church’s meeting. It is not only because both of them were nice and elegant to me and other people in the community, but also because they spoke Vietnamese well and something in the way they behave were very similar to children from Vietnam.

I got to know the family as I sat next to them the first time I visited the church. Nam and Tram were very easy to talk to and we all enjoyed talking about education related issues. We became friends immediately and we often sat together whenever I came to the church after that. When the Tram and Nam knew about my study, they told me they would like to participate in my study and introduce me some potential participants as well.
I had several chances to go to their house on different occasions from church’s group meetings to a private dinner or a family visit. Every time I visited the family, I felt warm and happy because of the way their children, Tien and Na, came to greet me. They always stood by the door with their parents to welcome me when I arrived and would say goodbye to me when I left. I soon recognized that they did so with other guests, too. Even though they might be doing their homework or playing games upstairs, Tien and Na never showed a sign of reluctance to go downstairs to greet the guests with their parents before going back to their work. While many children might feel very uncomfortable when they were interrupted in the midst of their work by their parents to greet the visitors, Tien and Na took this as one of their usual duties. Actually, this is a Vietnam custom in which the children and youngsters in the family come out and greet their parent’s guests to show their respect and welcoming attitudes to the guests. This custom, however, is lost among many families in Vietnam nowadays when the children become so busy with their homework that their parents would not like to disturb them. Therefore, I was very surprised when the children came out to greet me warmly with their parents in our traditional manner as I never expected to see this in Canada. That is the reason why the family of Tram and Nam interested me so much.

The fact that Nam and Tram could keep the custom of greeting the guest for their children in Canada while it was given up in many families in Vietnam emphasizes the relationship between cultural values and family education. I will discuss further about this later in the Discussion chapter.

“*There Is No English in This House; We Only Speak Vietnamese at Home*”

(August 11, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)
I first visited the family at the church group meeting held at their house. Actually, initially I had scheduled my interview with Tram in the evening of that day. However, Tram suggested that I should come earlier in the afternoon and join the church group meeting at their house. Her hope was to let me “see the practice of how cultural values are maintained among the community” by participating in the community’s activities to observe, get to know and talk to people (Fieldnotes, August 11, 2012). I thought that was a good idea so I got to her house early on that day to join their group meeting. Tram also introduced me and my research topic to other people in the group as there were some of them who were absent from the church when I gave the presentation about my study there. When I talked and chatted with Tram’s children, Tien and Na, I found that they spoke very good Vietnamese. When I complimented on her children’s Vietnamese, she just smiled and said: “There is no English in this house; we only speak Vietnamese at home. I think that’s the main reason.” (Fieldnotes, August 11, 2012)

In our interview about maintaining Vietnamese language in the family, I asked Tram whether she applied any rules in the house to make the children speak Vietnamese more. Tram shook her head and smiled. Tram explained:

We do not have any fixed rules about talking English or Vietnamese in this house. However, I “force” them gently to speak Vietnamese by speaking just Vietnamese to them at home. Sometimes, when I find that it’s very difficult to explain something in Vietnamese, I will try English to make sure they are able to follow me. Then I return to Vietnamese. If Tien or Na speaks English to me, I will remind them that I don’t understand English and ask them to repeat in Vietnamese. Gradually, both of them understand that Vietnamese is the only
language that works in the house. Sometimes, I speak Vietnamese too fast and make it difficult for Tien and Na to follow what I am saying. Usually, my husband stops me and asks me to slow down so that the children can catch up. My husband often reminds me to speak more slowly with the children as Vietnamese is not the only language they speak, but I always forget. After a while, only Na may have troubles following my pace sometimes, but Tien can understand very well even when I talk fast. Then he will tell Na what I have just said and help her catch up with my speaking pace (Interview with Tram, August 11, 2012).

Nam and Tram’s Effort to Teach Vietnamese to Their Children

(August 11, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)

I asked whether the children could read and write Vietnamese too, Tram revealed: They surely read and write a bit, but not much. I once sent Tien and Na to a Vietnamese language school downtown for a couple of months, but it was not effective, so I let them quit. At the language school, the teachers taught both written and spoken Vietnamese, but it was not interesting to the children because the class consisted of people from all ages, both adults and children. It was due to the low demand in learning Vietnamese that the school could not open a separate class for children. Most people in this school learned Vietnamese as they needed it for their business. It was not suitable for the children at all. Moreover, Tien and Na were always busy with their school work and other classes in Art, Spanish, Music, and so on. So I decided that we would teach them Vietnamese at home. Since then, my husband has taught them to read and write in Vietnamese on the weekend whenever he had time. Sometimes, I saw them read the subtitles when
they watched Vietnamese movies on TV, so I think they had learned quite a bit of reading and writing.

Later on that day, when I had a chance to visit their workroom, I noticed a big board in the corner of the room in front of a big table. On the left of the board were the simple common moral rules that are usually taught to young children in Vietnam. On the right column was a list of Vietnamese words. The moral rules were all in Vietnamese; however, the expressions and wording seemed to be a bit strange to me. After a minute, I realized that they were common dialects used in the South Vietnam before 1975. I also saw a couple of ABC books in Vietnamese on the table. Nam said he had asked his friend to bring those books from Vietnam to teach the children. He also showed me a pile of papers written in Vietnamese by Tien and Na. Looking at those papers, I began to see how much effort the parents have put on teaching their children Vietnamese. At that time, I understood why Nam and Tram had told me many times that spending time learning and playing with the children was the most important in educating a child in general, and in maintaining Vietnamese cultural values in particular (Fieldnotes, August 11, 2012)

“Parents Play very Important Roles in the Children’s Education”

(August 11, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)

When I interviewed them, both Nam and Tram emphasize the roles of parents in teaching the children about Vietnamese culture. Nam said:

Parents play a very important role not only in maintaining cultural values but also in home education, which helps their children develop their personalities that will in turn decide their future. In the Asian culture, it is said that the personalities of a
child are formed by the age of three. Therefore, parents’ roles as home educators are the most important to the child’s development and successes in his life.

Tram explained further:

It is parents who guide the children to success or failure in life. I do not mean to deny other social relationships that affect the children’s development, but parents’ educational role is the most important. Parents’ role is not limited at teaching the children what is right or what is wrong; the role of parents is to act as a model for the children to learn about how to be a human. The purpose of education, after all, is to educate the child to be a good human. In my opinion, the most important thing to teach a child is teach him how to love and respect other people and how to be a caring man. Successes and happiness will follow the one who knows how to love and respect the others. Where else can the children learn those things other than in his family? In the family, we show them love, so they know how to love. We teach them to respect other people and give them the sense of belonging, the sense of community. We teach them to be hard working, and to walk over all the failures, so on and so forth. All of those above values that we maintain in our family are from Vietnamese culture. Nevertheless, we do take advantage of the Western education, for example, to teach our children to be more independent in their work. But after all, I prefer the Vietnamese way of educating a child, of which the emphasis is on love and care in the family between parents and grandparents and children, among siblings, cousins and relatives. The children should learn about these when they are as small as two or three years old, otherwise it would be too late.
“I Encouraged Them to Speak Vietnamese, but I Did Not Force Them at All”

(August 11, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)

However, Nam and Tram revealed different views toward learning Vietnamese. While Tram took the language as a bridge to Vietnamese culture, which was a part of home education, Nam only considered Vietnamese as a second language that his children should learn since they were living in a facilitating Vietnamese-speaking environment.

They [the children] were born in Canada. They are Canadians. There is no reason to force them to behave like Vietnamese. What important is that they should grow up to be good people. It doesn’t matter whether they are from an Eastern or Western family. Both Eastern and Western ways of educating a child have strengths and weaknesses. I think of home education as a place to teach the children the values that we treasure in our family no matter if those values are from Vietnam or Canada’s culture. Although the major values that I teach Tien and Na seem to be from Vietnamese culture, it does not mean that we oppose to Canadian cultural values. The right way is to combine them into our family’s values because those values may also reflect our own experience and our living philosophy. For example, I do not insist that Tien and Na have to speak Vietnamese. Although I understand that speaking Vietnamese at home may enhance the family relationships as parents and children can share more with each other, it will be unfair to the children if we force them to learn Vietnamese to share with us. If we look at this from the side of the children, Tien and Na have the right to ask us to learn more English to talk with them. That’s why I only encourage them to speak more Vietnamese, but I do not force them. I told them
that adding Vietnamese to their languages, just like French or Spanish, would add to their strength in the future. I showed them that they had a facilitating environment to learn Vietnamese, and encouraged them to take the chance. I took myself as an example for them; I talked about my regret of missing the chance to learn Cantonese when I was in the concentration camp in Hong Kong. I told them I would have found a job easier if I had learned some Cantonese. That was how I encouraged them to speak Vietnamese, but I did not force them at all.

Although Nam emphasized that he did not force the children to learn Vietnamese, his effort to keep and teach Vietnamese for the children was not the effort that many parents could make. However, I always saw a concern bothering him throughout his stories. That was the concern about how to help his children balance between the two cultures. This was also a question that Bao, another parent from Chapter 4 had raised during his talk with me. I will go back to this issue in more details in my discussion chapter.

“We Treasure the Vietnamese Values of Having the Family Meal Together”

(August 11, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)

When I asked Nam, the father, about the Vietnamese cultural values in his family, both Nam and Tram talked about Vietnamese food and meals as an essential part of the culture. In Nam’s views, it is crucial for the parents to teach the children about “the values around the table” because the dinner table is “a warmest place in the house” where the family gathers after a long day:

We treasure the Vietnamese values of having the family meal together. We take dinner seriously. Although everyone is busy with school and work, we always
have dinner together at around six o’clock in the evening. We try to maintain a meal together, if anyone in the family comes home late after work, we will wait a bit so that everyone starts eating at the same time. Once, my son, Tien, was going out with his schoolmates for a whole day field trip until late in the evening. Although he had told us before, Tien still remembered to call home around six o’clock to tell us to have dinner first as he knew he would be very late.

I glanced at the food that his wife, Tram, prepared for dinner. It was all common Vietnamese food. Some food required so much time to prepare and it also consisted of many special ingredients that I hadn’t seen on any other family dinner tables since I came to Canada. Tram also shared her husband’s opinion about the Vietnamese values “around the table”:

One thing about our meal is that we always have Vietnamese food. We also have Canadian food sometimes, but mostly Vietnamese food. Why Vietnamese food? It’s not just because Nam and I are more familiar with the Vietnamese taste that I cook Vietnamese food, but it’s something that I would like Tien and Na to learn. Vietnamese food leads to Vietnamese table manner, which is very different from the Canadian’s manner. In Canadians way, each one come to the table with their own plate, take your own potion to your plate and finish it. In Vietnam, although everyone has his own bowl of rice, we share all other food from the beginning to the end of the meal. On the table, we show respect to the elders by waiting for them to take the first bite of meat, we show love to the younger by giving the bigger fish-ball to their bowl before we take one for us. Children learn around the table much more than just a meal.
We also take turns to pray before we eat, if this time I pray then next time it will be Nam, then Tien, and Na, and then back to me. We all pray in Vietnamese. We take turns to pray before going to bed as well. It helps enhance the relationship in the family when we pray together. Besides, if the children pray in Vietnamese, they will treasure the language more as that’s the language of faith and beliefs.

“We Feel So Blessed that We Could Keep Those Tradition for Our Children”

(December 31, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)

My second visit to the family was on the last day of 2012. Nam and Tran invite my family to join them for New Year’s Eve. When I came, the whole family was preparing food for the party to celebrate the New Year’s Eve. Tien, their 14 years old boy, was helping his mother washing the dishes. His sister, Na, was preparing the powder for her mother to bake a cake according to the recipe on the Internet. Nam, the father, was cleaning around the house and Tram, the mother, was cooking in the kitchen. I joined the girl to mix the powder for baking and started to talk with the children, asking them what they like most about the holidays. Tien and Na said they loved the atmosphere when people from the Vietnamese church came together to sing and play at their house. Then, Nam and Tram also joined us, and we talked about what people usually do in Vietnamese traditional holidays. Tram revealed how they tried to keep all the Vietnamese traditional customs and celebrations for the children and the families in the church.

We celebrate both Canadian holidays and our Vietnamese traditional occasions.

On Tet holidays (the Vietnamese traditional New Year’s holidays), we wear Ao dai (the traditional Vietnamese long dress), sing Vietnamese folksongs and eat Chung cake, Tet cake (a traditional square sticky rice cake that is often made
when the lunar new year comes). We try to keep all those celebrations, so that Tien, Na and other children in our church community can enjoy their Vietnamese holidays like other children in Vietnam. The children also learn to sing Vietnamese songs to perform at the church’s New Year party. We feel so blessed that we could keep those traditions for our children. (Fieldnotes, December 31, 2012)

Nam and Tram’s family is one of the key families in the church community in Windsor. They are the one who often help with organizing all the church activities and celebrations, from Canadian holidays to summer camping trips or Vietnamese traditional celebrations. Their children, Tien and Na, are members of the church music band. Although Nam and Tram did not talk much about the Vietnamese church community’s influence on their children, I could tell from their children’s eagerness that the activities at the church are strong external factors that motivate them to learn Vietnamese and explore about Vietnamese culture since all the meetings and activities there were in Vietnamese. (Fieldnotes, December 31, 2012)

“It’s Most Important that You Spend Time with Your Child”
(December 31, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)

When I asked Tram, the mother, what strategies she has to maintain Vietnamese cultural values are, she just smiled and told me what she called “her secret” of maintaining culture:

In my opinion, it depends on the parents whether their children enjoyed the Vietnamese language and traditions. In my family, my children are so close to Nam and me. We always spend time with them at home and we also spend time
stay together as a family at the church activities. The children usually tell us their stories from school, joke with us, and play with us. We talk everyday. That’s why my children seem to be so Vietnamese. Many people are surprised that Tien and Na are so Vietnamese although they were born in Canada. It’s just that. That’s my secret.

Nam, the father, also emphasized that parents should spend much time with their children and have patience in educating them:

It’s most important that you spend time with your child. The more time you spend with them the better results you get. It doesn’t take serious “schooling” lessons or a lot of money to bring them back to Vietnam to maintain cultural values for them, but it takes you much time and patience. Educating a child is a long-term effort.

From my experience, if you have more than one child, it’s very important that you spend time setting up the family rules as soon as possible for the first child. Then when the oldest child grows up, he will help you to explain the rules to the younger and keep them following those rules. That’s why in Vietnam, when the youngest child does something wrong, the parents often punish both the youngest and the oldest. The oldest has to understand their responsibilities toward their younger brothers or sisters. The younger, in turn, has to follow and listen to the older siblings. That enhances the relationship between brothers and sisters in the family.

“Punishment Does Not Mean that You Do Not Love Your Children”

(December 31, 2012, at Nam and Tram’s house)
When we talked further about teaching a child in an immigrant family, both Nam and Tram make comparison about the way of educating a child between Vietnamese and Canadian cultures. Nam shared:

I don’t know whether the way of educating a child in Canada is more advanced than the traditional Vietnamese way, but I prefer the Vietnamese way of educating and disciplining much more. When a child is naughty, she should be punished so she knows that she did something wrong. A small child can not tell right from wrong; therefore, we need to discipline her to show her what is right and what is wrong. For example, when Na was three or four years old, every time she broke the glass or did something wrong, I asked her to be on her knees or stand by facing the wall until I told her to stop. That way, she understood that she would have to face the consequences if she did something wrong, and she would be more careful. When a child is older, you can explain more to her about what she does wrong, but punishment is necessary. Punishment does not mean that you do not love your children. (Interview with Nam, December 31, 2012)

Nam also made some further explanation on the points:

You have to differentiate between spanking the child because of parents’ hot temper, or what they call “abuse” and punishing the child as a way of discipline. I am so much against the overuse of rod and violence. However, I do not agree either with the way of educating a child in Canada where parents seem to give no punishment at all but only encourage and praise the child for his good behaviour. That is not good for the child at all. I support the way of disciplining a child in Vietnam and other Asian countries which can be summed up by the old saying:
‘Spare the rod, spoil the child’. Appropriate punishment helps the children realize and remember what is right and what is wrong. I explain to Tien and Na that it hurt the parents much more when they have to punish their own children. They have to know that we punish them because we love them and would like to make them a better person. It’s important that the children understand this, and I think they do. I learned this from my own experience. When I was small and was punished by my mother or father, I often felt uncomfortable, even angry sometimes. But when I got older, I understood and felt so grateful that my parents had shown me the right way to live so that I could become a good man. I want to pass on what is best from my parents’ education to my children, and I think Tien and Na know that. (Interview with Nam, December 31, 2012)

“It’s Sometimes very Difficult to Educate and Discipline Your Child in Canada”

Nam then talked about the difficulties parents have in disciplining the children in immigrant families in Canada:

However, it’s sometimes very difficult to educate and discipline your child in Canada because of the Children Aid Society. People with the Western culture can not understand our way of discipline. In Canada, whenever they hear about spanking, they will think immediately of a child abuse. They say that they allow the children to develop in their own way. But I have seen many families where the children shout at their parents and show no respect to them. There are also families where parents and children can not stand to talk with each other for five minutes. There is no spanking at all in those families, but there is no love either. I think people from Western culture do not understand what we see as the parents’
responsibilities and obligation behind the rod. They only see spanking as “bad” and “abuse” but do not see the philosophy behind it. In some cases, the intervention of the Children Aid Society may lead to worse results than the rod itself. For example, if a child was spanked because he behaved badly and was disrespectful to their parents, the Children Aid Society’s support to prevent him from the rod would lead to a wrong understanding of the child that he was doing the right things, and that his parents were violent. (Interview with Nam, December 31, 2012)

Tram also added more to the conversation about the Children Aid Society:

Many Asian people have problems with the Children Aid Society. We never have any troubles with them, but I think it’s the cultural conflict rather than the problem of violence. The relationship between parents and children is sometimes very complicated that a third person from outside the family can never understand. I think it will be more appropriate if the Children Aid Society listen to the parents more without prejudice and presumption that the children always tell the truth or they are somehow a victim of an abuse. A lot of time it’s not the case. (Interview with Tram, December 31, 2012)

From this family’s stories, the readers can see the importance of family rules and principles in educating children at home. Although Tram and Nam can speak English well and can easily adapt fully to the mainstream culture, they still make twice the effort to maintain the Vietnamese language and cultural values in their family. We also see the parents’ strong attachment to the core values in Vietnamese culture such as “being a good person”, “respecting the elders” and “loving the young” through their volunteer activities
at the church and their efforts to keep the traditions and values as part of family
education. The stories also reveal the parents’ deep understanding of the influence of the
mainstream culture on their children which help them to keep their principle in educating
and disciplining the children. The next chapter is a story from a family where parents got
lost in disciplining their son due to the dissonance between the two cultures which led to
tensions and anxieties within the family.
Chapter 6

“It’s Too Difficult, Xuan! Things Are Different in Canada”

– Tensions in an Immigrant Family

Introduction to the Chapter

This family is from South Vietnam. The father’s name is Anh, and the mother’s name is Chi. Anh and Chi came to Canada in 1992 and have been in Canada for over twenty years, since their first daughter was only 4 months old. They used to work as primary school teachers in Vietnam until they moved to the U.S with their relatives for a better life in the late 1980s, and finally they landed in Canada where they found their new home. Although Chi’s mother was in the U.S, she and her husband decided to move to Canada with the hope to find a more multicultural education system for their children and a better healthcare system for the whole family, especially for Anh, the husband, who has a heart problem.

Anh and Chi both work fulltime on a farm to earn their living in Canada. Besides, Chi spends most of her time at home for her passion in gardening. She grows flowers and vegetables in her garden and shares them with her friends. This passion in plants and trees influences her life philosophy and educational beliefs that constantly emerge from many of her stories.

The family has two children. The daughter, Hoa, who was only 4 months old when she came to Canada, is now 20 and is studying at university. The girl, however, still stays with her parents as her university is close to her parents’ house. Hoa has both Vietnamese and English name, but Chi often calls her “Hoa” at home, which is her Vietnamese name while her English name “Anna” is used at school. Her younger brother,
Tom, who was born in Canada, is now 16 and is a high school student. Tom doesn’t have a Vietnamese name. Anh and Chi also call him Tom at home too. Although I have visited the family several times, I rarely saw the children even when they were at home. Both of them were always in their rooms playing or studying even at meal time.

I first meet Anh and Chi at the church weekly meeting. After a five-minute-conversation, we recognized that we had a couple of Vietnamese friends in common. They also liked to discuss with me about educational issues because we all had teaching background in Vietnam. When Anh and Chi knew that both my husband and I are graduate students at university, they wanted us to get acquainted with their son and daughter and encourage them to study harder. Later, Chi came to my house for a couple of time to give me some fresh vegetables that were taken from her garden.

“Raising a Child Is Like Planting a Tree” – Chi’s Educational Philosophy

(July 2012 at Anh’s house)

It was a long day for me travelling around the city to help another Vietnamese family when Chi called and invited me to go over to their house. When I managed to reach their house, it was almost 5 o’clock in the afternoon. It began to rain heavily at that time, so Chi invited me to have a cup of tea and ask me to stay in the living room with her husband for a while when she went out to cover her small nursery garden. Later, when she came back, I told her that I would like to see her garden as I always dreamed I would have a house with a small garden. So, we moved to the kitchen and she showed me her small garden through the glass door of the kitchen. It was a very beautiful and well-organized garden with flowers and vegetables planted into different beds. At the farthest corner of the garden, there was a frame for several types of melons, the central of the
garden are for flowers and vegetables, and then the closest beds to the house under the roof shelter are for nursery seeds.

The kitchen itself was the art work of plants and flowers. Half of the kitchen was covered by various kinds of plants placing on the floor, by the window or hanging on the wall. Chi loves planting trees very much. I could recognize the pride in her voice when she talked about her garden and the plants in her house. She also summed up what she learned from gardening and make connections with her views toward other issues in life, including education.

Look at the bitter melon I gave you, the seeds are imported from Vietnam, but it looks and tastes differently because the weather and the earth in Canada are different. You see, even with the same seed, when the environment is changed, the tree will not grow in a same way, and the taste of the fruit will be different too. Raising a child is similar. As the children were born in Canada and influenced by Canadian schools and friends, we could not expect them to be as “Vietnamese” as if he grew up in Vietnam. But that doesn’t mean that he is not Vietnamese. (Fieldnotes, July 2012)

Her husband, Anh, also walked into the kitchen and sat down at the table to join our conversation with his opinion about changing and adapting in Canada:

We are in Canada, we’re the newcomers here, and we can not swim against the flow of the whole society. It’s very difficult to teach a child in such situations. You have to combine what you think is the best of the two cultures, and beware of any conflicts there might be. (Fieldnotes, July 2012)
“Each Culture Has Its Own Advantages”

(July 2012 at Anh’s house)

I brought my tea to the table to begin an interview with Anh. He continued with his perspective about Canadian culture:

Each culture has its own advantages. We have to admit what is good from Canadian culture, learn it and turn it into our personal values. At the same time, we can try to adjust what is not suitable or in conflict with Vietnamese culture. For example, in Canada, children are educated to be independent, that’s very good for them. We have to admit this and learn from it. In our country, parents seem to cover their children too much and never let them do anything by themselves. Especially now, when each family only has one or two kids, parents become over protective but at the same time over ambitious. They would always like their children to just read books and books, do more and more homework but never ask them to help with housework or to take care of themselves. They do not realize that housework will help children learn about their responsibilities in the family. Another good thing in Canada is that the children learn how to be financially independent really soon. That way, children will learn how to be responsible for their own future. In Canada, when a child would like to continue going to university, his parents will let him work part time for a couple of hours on the weekend or after school so that he can earn money for his campus life. My daughter, Hoa, is also working at a restaurant now to start earning for her student life. This is not the same in Vietnam. When I called to Vietnam, many of my relatives were surprised that I let Hoa work part time at high school in order to
support herself to go to university. In Vietnam, parents pay all tuition fees and also give their children pocket money every day even when they are at university. Parents do too much for their children; therefore, the children become dependent on their parents and do not learn how to be responsible with their own lives. I feel sad for them when some children become so dependent and irresponsible that they leave everything for their parents to do for them. (Interview with Anh, July 2012)

Anh also made comparison between the two education systems in Vietnam and in Canada:

I am impressed by the education system of Canada where children are taught how to do things by themselves. The children here seem to be more active and creative; they like schools much more and do not have such pressure as in Vietnam. In Vietnam, we only focus on how children do on their tests so they are always overloaded by homework and extra classes. In addition, teachers usually do not have time to take care of each student’s needs, but rather reading all the necessary materials and rushing from class to class. We should definitely learn from Canadian’s education system, I hope Vietnamese education system will change to something similar to Canadian’s in the future. (Interview with Anh, July 2012)

“In Canada, Children Do Not Learn How to Respect Their Parents and the Elders”

(July 2012 at Anh’s house)

After talking about Canadian education system, he stopped and asked me what I thought about the two education systems and how I perceive the differences. He was afraid that I might get offended as I was a teacher in Vietnam before I came to Canada. I
told him that I was really interested in listening to his idea, and I did not feel offended at all about his opinions. However, I also asked him if there was anything he liked about Vietnamese education. He said:

In Vietnam, although teachers do not teach children to develop their independence, they are successful in teaching general moral lessons. I don’t know how the situation has changed in Vietnam now, but in my time, the teachers’ responsibilities were not only giving the students the knowledge but also teaching them how to behave, how to live, how to be human. Being a teacher therefore was a very highly respected job.

The moral lessons are among the values in our culture that I think we should treasure and pass on to our children. For example, children in Vietnam are taught to respect the elders and love the young. In Canada, children do not learn how to respect their parents and the elders. Some of Tom’s friends used to come over to play with him, but they never greeted me when they saw me. They ignored me as if I was not there. When I told them, they said “Hello” when they came in, but they seldom remembered to say “goodbye” before they got back home. (Interview with Anh, July 2012)

He stopped for a short moment and added that he would not like his son Tom to play with some of his friends because he was afraid those friends would have bad influences on Tom. He stopped again; his face was a bit unpleasant. It seemed that he was thinking of some bad memories.
Anh was about to say something more while Chi brought him a glass of water and interrupted our talk. I tried to ask him to continue with his story, but Chi stopped us and said:

Alright, alright, it’s impossible to ask the children in Canada to behave in a Vietnamese way even though they are from Vietnamese immigrant families. In this country, they think highly of one’s individuality, everyone is equal, and their respect to the elders is different. As you can see from the language, as it’s easiest to notice, English only has one pronoun “I” to indicate the first person.

Meanwhile, there are about ten different pronouns to indicate the first person in Vietnamese to show different levels of respect and relationships. That is just one among many examples. There are many other differences between the two cultures. Therefore, it’s not the children’ faults to behave differently since they were born in Canada.

Then she turned to her husband and added:

Tom and those kids are in their teen years. You know how annoying the children are at this age. Don’t be angry with that and harm your health, Anh. Now, both of you come and help me bringing those plates to the table. We’re going to have a very delicious meal today, the vegetables are so fresh.

I could sense that Chi was trying to interrupt our conversation for some reason, but I did not know why until later when I helped her to clean up after dinner. (Fieldnotes, July 2012)

“It’s Too Difficult, Xuan, Life Is Different in Canada”

(July 2012 at Anh’s house)
When we were preparing dinner, their son, Tom, came home from school. He did not say anything and went straight to his room and closed the door. Chi immediately brought some snacks to his room. When she was back, she told me that the boy was tired and would not come for dinner. Anh signed but did not say anything.

When we began to eat, Hoa - the daughter got home. She was about to go straight into her room as well, but her mother called her to the kitchen to introduce her to me. After our short introduction, Chi gave Hoa a small plate of pasta with seafood (that portion was reserved for her before we began to eat) and told her to bring it to eat in her room.

“Hoa eats very little.” Chi said to me as Hoa went to her room. “If I didn’t call her to give her some food, she might even skip dinner”. When I asked her why the children did not eat together with parents, Chi exclaimed: “It’s too difficult, Xuan, life is different in Canada. We can not keep our Vietnamese way here. The children were born in Canada; they have different lives from us”. Later, I realized that she often repeated that it was difficult when I asked her about her children’s lives in Canada and about what they did or did not do in the family.

She also gave further explanation about Hoa and Tom not eating together with them:

The main reason is that we have different time schedules. We usually work from very early in the morning until late in the evening. The children also have their learning routines which are different from our time schedule. When we come home for dinner, it is usually time for Hoa and Tom to do their homework for their next-day classes. Therefore, it’s more convenient for them to bring food to
the room and eat while they are learning. Besides, they don’t eat much Vietnamese food, even if we eat on the same table, I will have to prepare some different food for them, then what is the point of eating together? (Fieldnotes, July 2012)

“She Does Not Like Cooking Vietnamese Food”

(July 2012 at Anh’s house)

After dinner, Anh went back to the living room to watch TV. I stayed in the kitchen to help Chi cleaning the dishes and had a quick chat with her. When we talked about the interview, Chi said she would choose the kitchen as the place for our interview rather than any other places where she does not feel comfortable. So I took the computer into the kitchen after we cleaned up and I had an interview with her. We talked for nearly an hour about the family’s experience in Canada, conflicts between two cultures and other issues.

When we talked again about Vietnamese food, she admitted that her children do not like Vietnamese food very much.

Taste is not something that can be forced. My children can both eat Vietnamese food, and they like some of the traditional dishes, but in general they prefer Canadian food and Canadian way of cooking. Hoa said she did not like cooking Vietnamese food as it’s too complicated for her to prepare. She would like to cook Canadian dishes which were easier to cook and saved her more time. Take fish as an example, they don’t like any Vietnamese dishes relating to fish at all. Both Hoa and Tom would refuse to eat fish if I cook it in our traditional way with fish sauces and ginger. (Interview with Chi, July 2012)
I asked her whether it is hard for her to prepare food for the whole family if there are such different preferences among family members in taste. She said:

What else should I do? It is not in Vietnam, and I can not ask Hoa or Tom to help with cooking either because it’s too complicated for them. Hoa can only cook simple food like Canadian ones, the ones that she can cook with the microwave. Vietnamese food, with many ingredients, is difficult for her. When I am not at home, I have to prepare all the food and pack them in different jars or boxes so that Hoa can cook it by microwave for herself and her brother. That is good enough. (Interview with Chi, July 2012)

**If You Ask Your Son and Daughter to Do Housework in Canada, You Will Have Immediate Troubles with the Children Aid Society**

(July 2012 at Anh’s house)

I told her that she had to let the girl help more with the work in the kitchen and other housework. In Vietnam, girls at her age are already big helpers in the kitchen. She repeated her “favourite” sentence: “It’s too difficult, Xuan”. And here is her explanation:

I used to help my mother a lot with the housework when I was a girl. I had to cook, clean the house and take care of my younger brothers and sisters. But it’s not like that in Canada. If you ask your son and daughter to do housework in Canada, you will have immediate troubles with the Children Aid Society. The Children Aid Society is powerful. They can even take your son and your daughter away from you or give them to another family who would like to adopt a child. I know a couple of friends who had to deal with the Children Aid Society. It will be a big trouble if you have to deal with them.
I told her I did not think the Children Aid Society would take the children away if it was not necessary because it was best for the children to live with their parents. I said I believe the Children Aid Society would not intervene if there is no sign of violence in the family. She replied:

Then you don’t know enough about how things work here. The children in Canada are well-equipped with the idea of calling the Children Aid Society at any time. It’s so easy to get the Children Aid Society into your home. The children can just make a phone call or tell their teacher or friend that they were spanked at home, whatever the reason is, the Children Aid Society will come immediately. The children in Canada are equipped with such power, and they are well aware of their power. I don’t think it is good for the children to have such power as they do not understand how to use that properly. But that is the way things work here and we have to follow.

Chi also shared a story about the relationship between her husband and her son: Currently, we are having some troubles in educating Tom. That’s why I tried to stop you and my husband before dinner when you two were talking about Tom and his friends. My husband used to be a secondary school teacher in Vietnam, so he likes to talk about education very much. But his health is very bad and he is very emotional now. When you talked about the negative side of education in Canada, and he talked about Tom, I could feel an arising emotion in his voice, and I knew it was time to stop you two. If he still continued to talk about Tom, he would be angry which might harm his heart a lot. He had to be in hospital for several days last time after he had an argument with our son.
I told Chi I was sorry as I did not know about the tension between Anh and Tom. Chi continued to explain to me:

My son Tom was so attached to video games. He played games so much that it began to affect his study and behaviour. He used to be a very nice and gentle boy. But when we tried to limit his time for games, he began to shout back to us. We tried to talk and persuade him not to play video games that much, but it wouldn’t last long. He liked video games so much that he could not stand a day without it. When Anh threw all his games away, he became furious and left the house for two days until I found him and persuaded him to go home with a promise to buy the video games back for him.

From that day on, Tom refused to speak Vietnamese. Now, he doesn’t speak Vietnamese at all in our home. When we speak Vietnamese to him, he seems not to listen. It has been a while that I don’t know for sure whether he does not want to speak Vietnamese or he doesn’t remember enough to speak anymore. Tom was not as good at Vietnamese as his sister anyway. He could speak a bit when he was small, but when he went to school and learned English, he forgot Vietnamese gradually.

From the day Tom came back after he left our house, the situation became worse and worse. Both Anh and Tom sometimes had very bad tempers, they shouted at each other, and it often caused heart troubles for Anh when he stopped. Tom made his father furious sometimes by ignoring what he said in Vietnamese. But we can not spank Tom because we are afraid of the Children Aid Society. As I have told you, that is not good at all in some cases when the children use there
“power” to fight against their parents who want the best for them. That’s sad.

(Interview with Chi, July 2012)

“It’s Fortunate that He Agreed to Join the Vietnamese Community at the church”

(August 22 at Anh’s house)

The second time I went to visit the family was on a summer day in August. When I got there, Anh had to go and drive their daughter, Hoa, to the restaurant where she worked. I spent some more time chatting with Chi while helping her in the kitchen.

When I asked about Tom, she told me that he behaved much better when he joined the Youth group at the Vietnamese church every weekend. “It’s fortunate that he agreed to join the Vietnamese community at the church. The children there are very nice and kind, it is good for him to play with them. I heard he replied in Vietnamese with some children or other adults if they asked him in Vietnamese. We both feel glad about that.”

She looked so proud when she talked about Tom playing basketball at school. She said that the boy was already taller than his father, and looked much stronger since he played sports. She was also eager to tell that Anh’s health had been improving. “My husband is back to work on the farm now after a long time fighting with his heart issue. Although he can only work on the weekend at the moment, that is a big improvement. He also spends his time at home teaching Hoa to speak French, and Vietnamese as well.”

(Fieldnotes, August 2012)

“I Want Them to Experience the Values that We Treasure in Vietnam”

(August 22 at Anh’s house)
Later, when Anh came home, he told me that he intended to bring the children back to Vietnam in summer if his health permitted.

I realize that it is good for them to go back to Vietnam just so they know about the country of their parents’ origin. Last time, when I took them to Vietnam, Hoa liked it very much, but Tom did not like it because the weather was too hot for him, and he did not know much Vietnamese. I hope it will be better this time.

Both Hoa and Tom were eager when I told them about the trip.

Then, he explained further about his decision:

I want them to experience the values that we treasure in Vietnam. It was very difficult to explain and keep those values in Canada where they always immerse in the mainstream culture. Since we came to Canada, we were so busy working to earn money so that Tom and Hoa could have a better life than ours. We both worked on the farm from dawn to dusk, we barely had time to take care of ourselves and our children. When we got home, we were so tired already. We did not have time to talk to the children in general and to teach them our cultural values in particular. Moreover, seeing is believing, I want Hoa and Tom to be exposed to a different culture from what they are in. It will help broaden their views and perspectives. I also hope that they will understand their parents more after the trip. I hope it will help enhance the relationship between us and them before we get old and they get bored with us.

He also expressed his pleasure that Tom and Hoa joined the Vietnamese church community:
I am glad that my children joined the Youth Group of the Vietnamese church now. They learn much from their peers in the group. Now, they’re more interested in exploring different things in the Vietnamese culture, trying the food, and talking in Vietnamese. They could not write Vietnamese, but I don’t think it is necessary. Speaking Vietnamese fluently is good enough. (Fieldnotes, August 2012)

This chapter has presented how the parents struggled in finding a way to educate and discipline their children when they find that their habitual ways of disciplining a child is not acceptable in Canada. In my discussion chapter, I will explain and argue further on the issues of child care and child discipline in immigrant families. I am glad, however, to see that the son had got back on track when he found himself a place in the church community. This also raises a question about the importance of role modelling in the family education which I will discuss later in my thesis. Nevertheless, I have also learned much from the parents’ perspectives about the differences between the two education systems and the mother’s beautiful philosophy of educating a child in immigrant families through her metaphor about planting a tree. In the next chapter, another interesting metaphor about culture will be discovered from another family story.
Chapter 7

“Culture Is Like a Cloud” – a Father’s Concept of Culture

Introduction to the Chapter

In this chapter, the main characters are Bao and Ngan. This is also a family from South Vietnam. Bao and Ngan have been in Windsor since they first came to Canada in the early 1980s. They were among the families that left the country for political reasons after the Vietnamese War. There are two children in the family, one boy and one girl. The girl is 14 years old and her name is Lan. Her younger brother, Linh, is 10 years old. They were both born in Canada.

Bao and Ngan run a small convenience store in Windsor. Bao, the husband used to work as an engineer in Windsor, but he was interested in running his own business, so he quit his job and opened a convenience store. Bao spends his entire day at the store everyday. His wife, Ngan, stays at home doing the accounting for the store and taking care of the housework. However, she often runs back and forth between their house and the store to help her husband. On weekends, she usually takes her husband’s job to look after the store so that he can enjoy the weekend at home.

I met Bao in his store a couple of time when I first came to Windsor in 2011, but I had no idea at the time that he was Vietnamese. Later, when he heard me speak Vietnamese in his store, he greeted me and asked me if I was a student from Vietnam. When I told him that I was a student from the North of Vietnam, he immediately commented: “Oh, your parents should be so rich. Do they work for the government?” I could sense the tension in his voice when he asked me that question, but I did not know why until later when I talked to his wife. But when I told him that I came to Canada by myself and paid the
tuition fee through my scholarship, he seemed to change his attitude. He talked to me more openly and told me that he got his Bachelor degree in engineering in Windsor. However, we did not have any chance to talk again until he knew about my study.

Bao was among the first group of people who gave their consents to participate in my study. He seemed to be very interested in the topic. One special thing about his family is that Ngan, his wife is a Buddhist. Therefore, their children go to both pagoda and church and participate in activities of both communities. As Ngan later revealed, it’s very rare among the immigrant families to have parents from different religions. The perspective from Bao and Ngan, as a result, was a bit different from other parents.

“Culture Is Like a Cloud”

(July 29, 2012 at Bao’s store)

After Bao agreed to participate in my study, I often stopped by his store when I had a chance for a small talk with him. That was because Bao was always willing to share his opinions and experiences about life in Canada and in Vietnam; and to me his stories and perspectives were usually very interesting and unique. During the interview, he also asked me many questions that open up a new space for thoughts and ideas. Normally, he would challenge me first with his questions before giving further explanations or reasons for them. For instance, when I told him about the topic of my thesis, he immediately asked me: “What does culture consist of? What are the cultural values? How do you know what cultural values to be kept?” I was a bit surprised when he asked me such questions because these were among the questions of my research, but then Bao continued to give his opinions:
What is culture? What are the Vietnamese cultural values that we should keep for our children? Those are tough questions. I remember a metaphor about culture that I heard on a Vietnamese talk show last year in which the speaker used the idea of a cloud to talk about culture. Generally, he said that culture was like a cloud, when you were far from it, you could tell what it looked like, but when you were flying on an airplane through the cloud, you would find all clouds looked the same, nothing was special anymore. This is so true; at least I can tell from my experience. To me, all the process in adapting to the new culture in Canada or keeping old values from Vietnamese culture happened so naturally that sometimes I don’t even notice. After a long time living in Canada, I have shifted from seeing the differences to seeing the similarities between the two cultures. Let’s say… I have found a balanced point between Vietnamese and Canada cultures. I find myself to be less extreme than before and less judgmental. I tend to see everything with the view that balances both cultures, and open to other views from other cultures. (Fieldnotes, July 29, 2012)

Bao also had a very interesting summary of what Vietnamese cultural values should be maintained in the immigrant families:

Although they all originate from Vietnamese culture, the cultural values within each family vary widely according to the parents’ life experience. Thus, it’s more appropriate to talk about the cultural values in immigrant family as part of the family education. There may be some basic values from Vietnam that you can find in many families such as respecting the elders, being grateful to parents, being a caring human; those basics are the most obvious values to be kept.
Language and food should also be counted as the most obvious part of culture to be maintained. You may also find common Vietnamese traditional celebrations like Lunar New Year or Mid-Autumn on the list. Other than that it depends on the family. (Interview with Bao, July 29, 2012)

“Family Oriented” vs. “Individual Oriented”

(July 29, 2012 at Bao’s store)

In Bao’s opinion, the core difference between Vietnamese and Canadian cultures (or Eastern and Western cultures as he used those terms interchangeably) is that Vietnam has a “family oriented” culture while Canada culture is “individual oriented”. Bao used those terms in English as he explained to me what he meant.

Canada’s culture is “individual oriented”. In Canada, children are educated to develop themselves as independent individuals. They learn how to think critically, how to express their own thinking, how to live as themselves, and so on, all about individuals. Vietnamese culture is the reverse, it’s “family oriented”. What we teach children will be how to love and respect their parents and care for their siblings first. And then, they will learn how to care for the relatives and other people around them. That way, they will gradually learn how to be a good person in the society. The core values in our culture always emphasize on educating children in the relationship with others, not as an individual. Therefore, since the children were small, they have learned about love and responsibilities to brothers and sisters, to their family, their relatives and friends… (Interview with Bao, July 29, 2012)
“The Best Way to Teach Them about Cultural Values Is to Bring Them to the Community”

(July 29, 2012 at Bao’s store)

We just began the interview when Ngan, Bao’s wife, walked in. She came to look after the store for Bao so that he could leave early because it was on Sunday. However, Bao introduced me to Ngan and said that he would stay at the store for my interview as he really liked the topic of my research. Knowing that I was studying about maintaining Vietnamese language and culture, Ngan invited me to come to her house when I had time to talk with her children.

You will like talking with them. They are very friendly to Vietnamese people. We often bring them to join all the activities at the church community and the pagoda community, so they understand much about Vietnamese cultural traditions. You can chat with them about Vietnamese traditions too.

At that time, I did not know that Ngan was a Buddhist, so I asked why they brought them to the pagoda. Ngan smiled and said: “I’m a Buddhist. It was very kind of my husband to let me keep my faith, so I go to pagoda community”. Then she also added:

Bao and I both agreed that it was important to expose our children to the Vietnamese communities so they learned more and had the sense of belonging. So I bring them to the pagoda community as well. If you study about the strategy to maintain the cultural values then I will suggest this among the top one. Children learn much from their peers. The best way to teach them about cultural values is to bring them to the community where they can observe, communicate and learn
from their Vietnamese peers. This is as important as the home education to the
development of the children. (Fieldnotes, July 29, 2012)

When I asked whether she knew about other Vietnamese communities in
Windsor, she replied: “As I know, most Vietnamese communities in Windsor are
religious communities. There are a lot of Vietnamese people in Windsor, but we scattered
into small groups. There are no associations or communities other than religious groups
for people to share ideas and information. (Fieldnotes, July 29, 2012)

“Although It Is a Language School, What the Children Have Learned There Is
Much More”
(July 29, 2012 at Bao’s store)

I asked whether they speak Vietnamese at home. She said:
Sure. We speak Vietnamese at home. I also sent them to Vietnamese language
school in Windsor when my children began to learn how to read and write.
Although it was only 1 lesson per week on Saturday, they had learned quite a lot.
I’m glad that I have sent them there. My daughter, Lan, has been studying
Vietnamese there for eight years. They do not allow the students to speak English
at this school, so the children have no way but to speak Vietnamese to talk with
their peers. Although it is a language school, what the children have learned there
is much more. I looked at my daughter’s notebook at the school the other day and
saw some Vietnamese legends and historical stories in their notebook. (Interview
with Ngan, July 29, 2012)

Bao added to his wife’s words:
However, my son, Linh, who is only ten years old, can speak Vietnamese better than his sister now because he is closer to me and my wife and talk to us a lot. When I asked them a question in Vietnamese, Lan sometimes used both English and Vietnamese to answer me, but Linh will answer in perfect Vietnamese. Lan used to speak Vietnamese very well, but it got worse when she turned 12 or 13 and now she spends more time with her friends than with her mother. (Fieldnotes, July 29, 2012)

I asked Bao whether he spent his time teaching his children Vietnamese at home. He shook his head, turned a finger to his wife Ngan and said:

That belongs to the mother’s duties. Ngan spends her time at home taking care of the children, playing with them, feeding them, helping them to do homework, teaching them Vietnamese, etc. Women are more patient and pay more attention to details, thus, those specific work and duties around the house are dedicated for them. The father in the family is the one who gives big guidelines and strategies. He has to take care of the financial situation of the family and does not have enough patience to stay with their children to do such things as feeding them or helping them do homework. (Fieldnotes, July 29, 2012)

“Sometimes Vietnamese parents in Canada Seem to Hold On to the Tradition and Values More Tightly Those in Vietnam”

(August 4, 2012 at Bao’s store)

When we talked again about the strategies for parents to maintain cultural values for their children, Ngan strongly suggested that parents should bring their children back to Vietnam if that is possible for them, especially on Vietnamese big holidays or
traditional celebrations. Those celebrations in Vietnam, as she said, were very different from the way they were celebrated in Canada.

They should go to Vietnam, at least once or twice before they grow up so that they know about their origin [their parents’ country of origin]. They will experience in person the cultural values that we treasure in our family: how people live together in an extended family or how we treat our relatives and friends. Those are the things that I would like my children to see. However, there are only a couple of Vietnamese extended families in Windsor, so it is difficult to explain to the children about the close relationships among cousins, uncles, aunts..., our kinship or things like that.

However, it is a funny thing that sometimes Vietnamese parents in Canada seem to hold on to the tradition and values more tightly than parents in Vietnam. When I brought my children back to Vietnam in 2005, I was shocked to find that my relatives in Vietnam were more “industrialized”, “modernized” and more “Western” than us, who were coming back from the “Western” world. For example, we tried our best to make Banh Chung (a traditional rice sticky cake that symbolized Vietnamese New Year holidays) for our children in Canada although it was very difficult to find the ingredients (It is a tradition and essential in Vietnam to make and eat Banh Chung in the family at New Year holidays to show their gratitude to the ancestors). Meanwhile, our relatives in Vietnam did not make Banh Chung any more but simply bought one from the supermarket for the New Year. We told our children in Canada the legend of the cake while my nieces and nephews did not know that there had been a legend for the cake. I felt that I
was more Vietnamese than they were even though I lived in Canada. (Interview with Ngan, August 4, 2012)

When Ngan stopped, Bao laughed and added: “You see, that is also part of the culture cloud I told you before. We hold on more tightly to the traditions and values because we are not in the Vietnamese culture cloud anymore, so we know what the cloud looks like and what values are to be kept.”

**Politics and Culture: “… Those Annoying Northern People”**

(August 4, 2012 at Bao’s store)

Then, he continued his comment about keeping cultural values in Vietnam, but in a brand new direction: “Moreover, the leaders of the Party in Vietnam were so busy with their corruption that they paid no attention to the culture and values for the people. That was what they called ‘socialist’ … those annoying Northern people”.

I recalled his attitude and the tension in his voice when he asked me whether my parents were rich because I was from the North of Vietnam. I had no choice but to smile and say nothing when he said so. Ngan gave me a quick smile too. Later, when he left to buy a coffee, Ngan told me not to feel offended if he said something bad about the Northern Vietnamese. She told me that Bao’s father was put in jail as political criminal after the Vietnamese War and died there; therefore, Vietnamese politics is a sensitive topic for him.

I told her that I understood about that part of history and I did not feel offended at all. She said it was also a problem that many immigrant parents did not share their experience in Vietnam with their children. (Fieldnotes, August 4, 2012)
At that moment, Bao was back and continued with his perspective:

Actually, many immigrant parents had faced remarkable difficulties to adapt to the new culture when they first came to Canada. Therefore, they believe that their children would be more successful in the future and could stay away from the hardship they once had if they were more “Canadian”. They tried to speak English at home with their children, taught them what they thought was Canadian way of thinking. That was terribly wrong. The fact is that the children were born and grown up in Canada; they will be Canadian no matter how you teach them.

Adaptation to Canadian culture is obvious. There is nothing you can do to change that. What you should do is help them maintain cultural values from your country of origin because that is what can be lost easily. So, the problem should never be how to adapt to the new culture, but rather how to maintain your cultural values within the families. (Interview with Bao, August 4, 2012)

Ngan also added to her husband’s point:

I teach the children about Vietnamese cultural values because I would like to teach them about their origin. Windsor is a multicultural city. Everyone has his own origin and culture which create his own values. If you don’t teach the children about our culture, they will grow up thinking that they are just Canadians who have no Vietnamese origin or that their Vietnamese origin is not to be proud of. That way, they will lose half of the identity and values of themselves. They
will be among the “other” Canadians who do not know about their origin. Always remembering our origin and being grateful to the ancestors are among the Vietnamese values as well. (Interview with Ngan, August 4, 2012)

“The Most Difficult Thing Is to Set Up a Model for the Children to Follow”

(August 4, 2012 at Bao’s store)

When I asked him about the biggest difficulty in maintaining cultural values for the children in immigrant families, his answer surprised me. He said:

The most difficult thing is to set up a model in the family for your children to follow. If you would like to teach them to be a good person, you have to be a good person yourself. It is easier said than done. You have to educate yourself all the time as well. You have to give up bad habits, even some cultural bad habits from Vietnam such as: talking too loud, talking and chewing at the same time, etc.

Bao also showed similar opinions with other parents about how to educate a child to be a good citizen:

A child’s well-being should be the combination of two kinds of education: school education and home education. While a child learns knowledge and skills and gets degrees at school, his characteristics, personalities and moral values are from the home education. What is needed to be a good man? Characteristics, personalities and moral values. Therefore, home education is very important to the development of a child. (Interview with Bao, August 4, 2012)

This perspective is similar to Tran’s, a parent in my pilot study. This indicates that Vietnamese parents understand the importance of home education to the children and their role model in the families. I will discuss this later in the discussion chapter.
“The Children Take Their Parents for Granted and Think that Their Parents Have the Responsibility and duty to Raise Them”

(August 4, 2012 at Bao’s store)

Meanwhile, Ngan also shared her stories about child discipline in Canada:

It’s difficult that we can not spank the children in Canada, but we have to talk to them in a way that they will listen. That requires a lot of persuasive talk and psychological methods… and some strategies as well, but Bao is very good at this. He is an open and generous father. The children listen to him.

It is so different from our Vietnamese culture. The children in Canada are taught in schools so much about their rights and freedom that they do not seem to show enough respect to their elders. In Vietnam, one of the top basic cultural values is to be grateful to their parents and respect the elder. In Canada, the concept is turned upside down. The children take their parents for granted and think that their parents have the responsibility and duty to raise them.

However, Ngan also emphasized that parents should be opened to other values from different cultures as they are living in a multicultural society and their in-law might not came from the same culture:

Nevertheless, I understand that we should not expect that our children will be with us after marriage in an extended family or something similar because you’ll never know who your in-law will be. If your in-laws are not from Vietnamese-origin, there will be a great chance that even your grandchildren could not speak a word of Vietnamese. (Interview with Ngan, August 4, 2012)
In Bao and Ngan’s family stories, the parents have touched upon many important issues in maintaining the Vietnamese culture, such as comparisons between two cultures, the role of parents in children’s education and child discipline. We can also see other matters in their stories such as politics and religions. Although the parents did not give much detail about the influence of politics and religions on cultural values maintaining, their stories show clearly that those factors have deep impact on the parents’ experience and perspectives. However, due to time constraint, I did not have a chance to get deeper into how the religions affect the home education in general and cultural values maintenance in particular. Those issues will definitely be a part of my research in the future when I investigate the problem from outside the home.
Chapter 8

Discussion

In this chapter, I will discuss the main themes that emerged from the families’ narratives in the previous four chapters. First, I will review the relationship between maintaining cultural values in immigrant families and the home education. My study indicates that maintaining cultural values as an important part of the education at home (Fillmore, 2000; Xu, 2006, 2011). Second, I will talk about role modeling in the family which has been a particularly important concern to immigrant families as the parents have to change themselves to adapt to the new culture and at the same time keep a model for their children (Xu, 2006, 2011). The third and fourth part will present the parents’ experience and effort to maintain the Vietnamese language and Vietnamese food in the family and the values around the table. I will also discuss about the core values that the parents wanted to keep for their children with the connection to Confucian’s educational thoughts and to Dewey’s (1938) and Count’s (1978) educational philosophies. In the next parts, I will argue about the dissonance in child discipline and child care between the Vietnamese and Canadian cultures and explain over Vietnamese history in maintaining culture and political issue. The last two parts will be my discussion over the loss of tradition the modern world and cultural assimilation.

Maintaining Cultural Values as a Part of Home Education

All the parents whom I asked about the role of parents in maintaining their children’s cultural values agreed on the importance of this role. As well, more than simply being a passive resource of Vietnamese culture, parents perceived their role in
teaching their children about Vietnamese cultural values as a part of active home education.

In Vietnamese parents’ conception, as Bao and Tran stated, children’s education consists of school- and home-based education. While school education provides children with knowledge and skills for their future success, home education helps them form their personalities and moral values. According to Tram, what the children learn in the family will bring them successes and happiness in their life: “In the family, we show them love, so they know how to love. We teach them to respect other people and give them the sense of belonging, the sense of community. We teach them to be hard working and to walk over all the failures, so on and so forth” (Chapter 5, p.53). Bao and Tran’s views on the importance of home education support existing research about education in the family (Bacallao & Smokowski 2007; Fillmore, 2000; King & Fogle, 2006; Nodding, 2005, Su & Costigan, 2009). Their views go in accordance with Fillmore’s (2000, p.206) list of “basic elements for successful functioning” which are provided from education in the family, including “sense of belonging, knowledge of who one is and where one comes from; an understanding of how one is connected to the important others and events in ones’ life, the ability to deal with adversity; and knowing one’s responsibility to self, family, community”.

Parents have brought a number of Vietnamese cultural values (from simple daily routines such as language, food and traditions to core values such as educational beliefs, moral lessons and norms) into home education because they themselves are strongly attached to the Vietnamese cultural values they absorbed when they were young. The narratives of Nam and Ngan’s stories show that parents treasure the cultural values that
they learned from their own parents and would like to pass those on to their own children. While Ngan did her best to teach and remind her children about their origin and ancestors, Nam was always grateful for what his parents taught him, even when the lessons came as punishments. As he stated, he wanted to pass on the values of “what is best” from his parents to the next generation (Nam, Chapter 5, p. 56).

The parents’ narratives in my study demonstrate their great efforts to maintain cultural values for their children as part of home education. Bao, Nam, and Mai named a number of strategies that were successful in their families. These strategies are

- speaking only Vietnamese at home, encouraging the children to speak Vietnamese or sending them to Vietnamese language school,
- bringing the children to the Vietnamese community to inculcate a sense of belonging to the culture,
- travelling to Vietnam so that they can experience the cultural values themselves,
- maintaining meals together in the family and serving Vietnamese food, and
- celebrating Vietnamese traditional holidays and special occasions

Those strategies indicate the parents’ consideration and determination to keep the Vietnamese traditional values for their children.

**Role Model in the Family**

Role modelling is always very important in home education. It is also a very common educational method in Vietnamese culture—as illustrated in many narratives from my research. For example, Mai sent money to her mother and relatives in Vietnam even though she and her husband worked 10–12 hours a day to earn their living in
Canada. Although Mai’s primary objective was not to teach her daughters about kinship through this action, she created a wonderful model for them. By sending part of the money she earned, she showed them the value of the connection with relatives in Vietnam and the core value of Vietnamese culture that close kinship represents. As a result, her daughters supported her decision to act as guarantor for her nephew to come to Canada, and even helped her with the paperwork. Likewise, Nam and Tram volunteered for their church although they were very busy with their jobs. By doing this, they set up a model for their children, Tien and Na, about caring for others and sense of community. Nam’s lesson of older siblings being responsible for their younger ones and younger siblings listening to the older ones are also examples of role modelling in the family.

However, as Bao revealed in his story, it is difficult to set up a model in the family because parents must lead by example, which is often easier said than done (Bao, Chapter 7, p. 84). Anh-Chi’s story demonstrates how the absence of a role model in the family affects home education and the family negatively. Tom did not consider his father to be a role model. Chi’s repeated sentence, “It’s difficult, things are different in Canada,” indicates that Anh and Chi struggle by themselves to adapt to the new culture and to maintain their own values. As Anh and Chi have difficulty finding a balance between the new culture and Vietnamese culture, the “model” they are showing Tom is one of culture confusion. Their difficulties actually led to Tom’s reluctance to learn about Vietnamese culture and to keep the language.

As Nam stated: “Educating a child is a long-term effort” (Chapter 5, p.60), role modelling is an on-going process that consumes much time and patience from the parents. One of the main reasons for the absence of role model in immigrant families is
that the parents do not have time to be with their children. Narratives from two different families (Mai’s and Anh’s) have revealed the parents’ difficulties in finding time to talk and play with their children. This situation is common among immigrant parents since many of them try to work harder and longer hours to earn more with the hope that their children could have a more comfortable life than theirs. Yet, as Nam has emphasized in his family’s principle: “It is most important that you spend time with your child” (Chapter 5, p.60), it is crucial that the parents spend time with their children and involve in their education, not simply provide them with a convenient and easy life.

The role of parents in being a model for their children to follow is also found in many other cultures. Many Latino mothers in Durand’s (2011) study agree that parents are the most influential to the children’s development as the children would “learn what they see in their parents” (p.273). Xu (2006) also discusses about role modelling in parenting among Chinese immigrant parents which was traced to the cultural models in Confucian’s way of learning. Parents’ role model in her Chinese families’ stories, therefore, are much influenced by Confucian’s values of being a good human.

**Language and Culture**

Vietnamese language appeared in all narratives of the families in my study as one of the foremost and obvious thing that should be maintained because when the children learn Vietnamese, they will learn much more about the cultural values of Vietnam. Chi provided a wonderful illustration of this through her example of the Vietnamese pronoun for the first person: “English only has one pronoun ‘I’ to indicate the first person. Meanwhile, there are about ten different pronouns to indicate the first person in Vietnamese to show different levels of respect and relationships”. Since Vietnamese
culture places high value on respect for parents, teachers and the elders, the Vietnamese language has various pronouns for the first person to indicate different levels of respect and relationships. Each position or age has its own pronoun; for example, “tôi” (between friends), “tớ” (between classmates or close friends), “em” (younger sibling to older ones), “con” (child to parents or uncle and auntie), “cháu” (grandchild to grandparents or the elderly), “bố” (father to child), “bà” (grandmother to child). In this way, children learn to respect their parents and the elders when they learn their very first sentence in Vietnamese. The Vietnamese cultural value of respecting the elders actually results in the voice of its language. This once again confirms the important of maintaining the language in order to maintain culture as many theorist have emphasize “language is the most evident expression of culture” (Canada, 1947, as cited in Haque, 2012), “language expresses cultural reality” (Kramsch, 2003, p.3), and language is culture (Neito, 2009).

Language is also a means of communication in a family in which parents do not speak English at all or very well. As a result, Vietnamese is the language of communication for home education. A vast amount of research has discussed the tie between language and relationship in the family or home education (Brown, 2011; Cummins, 1989, 2000, 2001; Fillmore, 2000; Fishman, 2010; Love and Buriel (2009); Oh & Fuligni, 2009). All the stories in my study show very clearly that there is always a strong bond between the language, cultural values and education at home, whether the bond contributes to family education as in Nam-Tram, Tran-Mai and Bao-Ngan’s stories or cause tensions between father and son as in Anh-Chi’s family. In Anh-Chi’s family, the son, Tom, did not talk to his father and refused to speak Vietnamese. This broken communication enlarged the gap between father and son, and disrupted the family
education. Over time, it caused increasing tension between Anh and Tom, which finally resulted in Anh’s heart attack. This demonstrates the concern that Fillmore (2000) raises about the consequences of language loss within families. In Fillmore’s case study, the family faced a broken relationship between generations due to the loss of the family language. Her concerns more than a decade ago still have not abated among immigrant families. Cummins (2001) also points out that the language gap in the family will make the children feel “alienated” and “rejected” from both home and school and lead to further consequences (p.19).

However, my study also shows a gradual shift in perception among Vietnamese immigrant parents on maintaining Vietnamese language and cultural values for their children. There have been repeated reports over the last decade about the loss of family language among immigrant families including Vietnamese ones (Cummins, 1989, 2000; Cummins et al., 1984; Fillmore, 2000; Gibbons & Ramirez, 2004; Suarez, 2007) due to the children’s exposure to the mainstream culture and parent’s failure to keep the language in their homes. However, the stories from Mai, Ngan and Nam’s families illustrate the parents’ determined efforts in maintaining the language in their families. Mai told Vietnamese fairy tales to her daughters every night before they went to bed; Ngan sent both her children to Vietnamese language school; and Nam spent his free time on weekends teaching his children Vietnamese. It is clear that Vietnamese language is no longer considered the barrier to the mainstream culture but is becoming an additional advantage to the children’s in the modern world where people try to learn more languages. Vietnamese became the only language at home in all three families above. In Anh’s family, Tom had been speaking more Vietnamese as well, although it was only
with his friends and peers at church. As changes do not happen overnight, the stories depict the parents at various levels of this shift in perception. From Anh’s struggle to keep communicating with his son in Vietnamese, Mai and Nam had moved one step farther with their efforts in teaching the children Vietnamese at home. Bao reached an even a higher level of language maintenance by both teaching Vietnamese at home and sending his children to Vietnamese language school (for eight successive years) to learn the language in a more systematic way.

However, the parents in my study still see challenges in maintaining the language for the second generations. Although their efforts at teaching Vietnamese to the children are remarkable, they were unsure about whether the language can be passed on to their grandchildren. As Ngan stated in her story, the opportunities for grandchildren to maintain their Vietnamese language and cultural values in their future families would be greater if they married another Vietnamese-Canadian than if they married into another culture.

Vietnamese Food and Its Cultural Values

Food is a crucial part of culture, and is mentioned in the stories of all the families in my study. Different flavours of Eastern ingredients and cooking methods aside, food itself bears many cultural values that parents would like to keep for their children.

What cultural values does food bring? First and foremost, Vietnamese meals help develop family relationships. Nam, Tram, Mai and Nga all told about the importance and their efforts to have meals together as a family and their efforts to serve Vietnamese food at home. In the parents’ views, food is “the most obvious part of culture to be maintained” (Bao, Chapter 7, p.81), and a meal together is the “most effective way to
teach children about cultural values in the family” (Mai, Chapter 4, p.37). One of Chi’s reasons for not eating together in her family was because her children could not eat Vietnamese food. Vietnamese food and meals always create opportunities for family gatherings. Nam and Tram tried to keep a dinner time of approximately six o’clock in the evening but would wait for all members to eat together, no matter how busy each one was with their school and work. Tran and Mai did their best to arrange a family dinner every weekend although they have very different work schedules and two of their daughters were at university out of town. They made this effort because eating together is not just a meal but the bond that connects all family members. As Tram stated, dinner was the most precious time for the family to be together enjoying Vietnamese food. It was also around the dinner table that the children spoke about school, thus improving their Vietnamese and enhancing the parent-child relationships.

The children learned not just the traditional food and the joy of sharing the food, but also the sense of family and belonging, traditional philosophies surrounding Vietnamese food and other values. For example, to show their respect, all Tran’s daughters waited for him to take the first bite of food, indicating the Vietnamese value of respecting parents and the elders. Tien called home when he could not come home for dinner because he knew that the whole family was waiting for him to arrive to start eating. Meanwhile, Anh and Chi could not manage a family dinner together, as their son and daughter locking themselves in their rooms as soon as they got home. The tensions around family dinner table reveal more important issues that go beyond the food itself.

Moreover, Mai tells that her daughter, Tam, loves to cook Vietnamese food, which also indicates a strong connection between food and family culture. When Tam...
moved away from home, she still called home for her mother’s recipes for Vietnamese chicken porridge. Vietnamese food has become a part of her memories of family and childhood. It has also grown into her pride about Vietnamese culture when she cooked Vietnamese food for her non-Vietnamese friends.

However, from two different family narratives (Mai’s and Chi’s), we can see the different attitudes the children of these two families have toward Vietnamese food. While Mai’s second daughter, Tam, liked to eat and cook Vietnamese food, her first daughter, Van, preferred to cook Canadian food to save time. Her attitude was similar to Hoa (Chi’s daughter), who could only cook Canadian food and only use microwave oven. These differences make me wonder what has made girls from the same family behave so differently. Do children change their attitude as they grow up? Are there other puzzles in the children’s lives, as Chi had said, that go beyond the parents’ control?

**Core Values in Vietnamese Culture**

The parents’ efforts to maintain Vietnamese core values, such as respecting the elders, loving the young, or being a good citizen also indicate their notions of the purpose of education. The highest purpose of education reflecting the core values of Vietnamese culture is to mould a child into a good and caring human who will contribute to the development of society. Those values appeared in the parents’ narratives often, under different circumstances. Mai claimed that “being a good person” was among the first values that she wanted to teach her children. She sent money to Vietnam when someone was in need, and she brought her nephew to Canada to fulfill her sister’s wish. Nam and Tram maintained those values by involving their children in many volunteer activities at church. In other words, the values focus on the moral and social aspects of being a
human. These beautiful values match Confucian thought about education. Xu (2006) points out how being human in Confucian values “stresses the importance of man’s moral nature” (p. 233). Historically, Vietnamese culture was somewhat influenced by Confucian’s values and ideologies. These ideologies were imported when China as an ancient empire, had been a suzerain to its neighbouring countries including Vietnam around 40 A.D. These cultural values also go in accordance with Dewey (1938) and Counts’s (1978) philosophies of education in which they emphasize the social aspect of education and the purpose of education to prepare individuals to live as members of a society.

Another core value in Vietnamese culture mentioned in the narratives in my study is the close family bond between relatives in Vietnamese culture. As Mai summarized, “everyone is brother and sister, or uncle and auntie.” That is why Mai and Tran often sent money to their mother and relatives in need. This reflects the moral value in Vietnamese culture to show love and respect to parents and to help people in need. In Vietnamese culture, children should be grateful to the parents who give them their lives, share love with them and raise them to be good citizens. As the parents age, it becomes the children’s duty to take care of their parents. Mai was abroad, so she sent some money home to show respect and help care for her mother. These cultural values apply to extended families, where everyone is considered a family member and contributes to the development of the greater family. If any family member experiences difficulties, the whole family pulls together to help. Every member of the family takes care of every other member of the family. The parents were taught these values since they were very young. Although Mai was not in Vietnam any more, her story showed that she still treasured this
close bond and the values in her larger family in Vietnam. These core values in extended
families reflected in Mai’s stories are similar to those in Xu’s (2006) narratives in which
a grandfather sent part of his pension to the oldest sister in law in China to provide her
with some financial support. Those values are also a part of Confucian values that are
dominant in Chinese culture. The close kinship care in extended family and family-
oriented relationships are also considered a profound strength in Latino cultural values
(Walsh, 2012). Durand’s (2011, p.2730) study about Latino immigrant families also
points out that in their extended family, “there is always someone in the house to help”.

**Child Discipline and Child Care**

The parents’ stories and telling of the Children’s Aid Society show evidence of
the predicament and misperceptions in child discipline and child care. This gap between
the Asian and Canadian way of child discipline and child care has been the topic of
discussion of other research (Anisef & Kirbride, 2003; Tajima & Harachi, 2010; Xu,
2006). Xu’s (2006) narrative tells a family who had similar trouble with parenting in
Canada: the parents were unable to discipline their son to save him from failing at school.
It is very troubling and confusing for parents to discover that the way of educating and
disciplining children that they were accustomed to is not accepted or even legal in
Canada. As a result, parents lost their power and control over this parenting issue. Anisef
and Kirbride (2003) points out that children are also confused by their parents’ back-and-
forth behaviour. In my study, only one parent (Mai in Chapter 4) had real experience with
the Children Aid Society, but confusion and fear are common among the parents. The
narratives from this study reveal the reasons behind this fear: the psychological aspect of
immigrants who always do their best to adapt to the new culture (Adler & Gielen, 2001).
Most parents in the Vietnamese community arrived as refugees, which means they could not return to Vietnam. Since Canada was the only choice, adaptation to the new culture was crucial. As a result, they accepted rather than questioned and defend for themselves. Instead they tried to avoid conflict as much as possible, especially with a government agency. In some cases, like in Anh’s stories, this fear might lead to other problems for family tension beyond the parents’ control.

Questions that still remain for many immigrant families are how to bridge the two cultures, and how to find the balance between two cultures in terms of child discipline and child care. Parents still feel they lack appropriate support in educating their children and in maintaining their cultural values in a multicultural society like Windsor. While seeing that the so-called Asian way of parenting and child discipline is inappropriate or even illegal in Canada, parents do not fully understand the Canadian way of educating a child or the Canadian education system. The loss and fear in their minds lead to tension between parents and children and sometimes leads the parents to desperate situations.

Anh (Chapter 6) had heart attack in part because he could not discipline his son to prevent him from playing computer games. As the same time, he did not know what else to do, or how and where to call for help. This finding is another response to Xu’s (2006) appeal for a Parent Aid Society to help those parents who get lost in their ways to discipline their children. The narratives from other families, however, also indicate the parents’ efforts in partly adapting their habitual way of disciplining the children without getting rid of the traditional method. Nam and Tram did not spank their children, but found other ways to punish them such as let them be on their knees or stand by facing the wall. Bao tried to find a way to persuade his children to listen to him.
Nevertheless, Nam’s sharing about responsibilities and obligations behind the rod also raise a question about child discipline and child abuse from a cultural view. In his view, spanking a child should not be automatically seen as child abuse. As “spare the rod, spoil the child” is one of the Asian parents’ educational philosophies, they should be well aware of their actions. The issue, however, is that sometimes it is very difficult to differentiate between child abuse and child discipline. Therefore, any suspected abuse cases should be treated by the Children Aid Society with carefulness and consideration to “the stories behind the rod” and the parents’ cultural perspectives in order to protect the child but at the same time avoid unexpected educational impact on him.

**Vietnamese History and Political Issue**

Samovar et al. (2009, p.24) have listed history as one of the five elements of culture: history, religion, values, social organizations and language. Similarly, the parents in my study also mention history as a part of Vietnamese culture they would like to maintain for their children. Tran has claimed the importance of history to Vietnamese culture: “You can not be a real Vietnamese if you can not tell about the Vietnamese history” (Chapter 4, p.42). He considered telling history as a strategy to maintain cultural values in his family. As a result, he bought many historical books for his three daughters. In his view, learning about Vietnamese culture through historical books and legends was an effective and fascinating way as historical stories are easy to remember. Ngan was so glad to find that her children were learning about Vietnamese history in their language school.

However, Bao’s narrative illustrates a problem with teaching the children about Vietnamese history which is associated with the political issues regarding Vietnamese
War from 1954 to 1975, a part of the Vietnamese recent history. In 1954, Vietnam was separated into two parts with different governments: North Vietnam and South Vietnam. The North government, often referred to as “the Communists”, ally with the Soviet Union while the South received support from the Capitalist U.S military. The unification of the country in 1975, with the victory of the North military force, had pushed many people from the South to migrate to the U.S and Canada as political refugees. The South Vietnamese see the North people as their invaders. Therefore, there remain hostile attitudes from the South Vietnamese people toward the North people who work for the “communist” government. The Vietnamese War, consequently, has become a forbidden part of the history that the parents do not want to share with their children. However, there is a need to study deeper about the influence of these historical and political issues on maintaining Vietnamese cultural values within the community. I will to go further into this point in my PhD research.

**Loss of Traditions in the Modern World**

Ngan, a parent from Chapter 7, has revealed her experience and observations in which she found that Vietnamese parents in Canada held on more tightly to the Vietnamese traditional values than those who were in Vietnam. She also gave a couple of examples to illustrate her point. Ngan told that the parents in Canada tried their best to make Banh Chung, a traditional cake for New Year celebrations, despite the difficulties to find enough ingredients for it. Meanwhile, many parents in Vietnam had simplified this tradition by buying one from the market. The story about Tien and Na, Nam and Tram’s children in Chapter 5, and the way they greet the guest is another example for this. While Nam and Tram still manage to let their children come to greet the guests,
many families in Vietnam nowadays had abandoned this tradition because the parents did not want to disturb their children when they were busy. These stories from the parents help me realize the traditions that have been lost in Vietnam as the country is “modernized”, “industrialized” and “Westernized”. This is why Ngan felt that they were more Vietnamese than those who never left the country. Bao has explained this phenomenon with his beautiful metaphor: “Culture is like a cloud, when you were far from it, you could tell what it looked like, but when you were flying on an airplane through the cloud, you would find all clouds looked the same, nothing was special anymore” (Chapter 7, p.82).

Similarly, the Vietnamese language that Nam taught their children at home was somewhat different and not updated with what happened in modern Vietnam as well. The vocabulary he taught are from old language, some of which are no longer used in South Vietnam nowadays. This phenomenon is called “interlanguage fossilization” which is explained by Montrul (2008) as a situation when “many heritage language speakers and learners do not develop the full spectrum of sociolinguistic registers or the level of cognitive and academic literacy commanded by monolingual native speakers” (p.490).

**Cultural Assimilation**

The parents from my study revealed that they do not only hold on rigidly to their cultural values but also take the advantages of the mainstream culture into their home education. Anh shared about this in his educational thought: “You have to combine what you think is the best of the two cultures, and beware of any conflicts there might be” (Chapter 6, p.64). Nam claimed that he had never forced his children to learn Vietnamese
but only encouraged them to learn Vietnamese as an additional language to their English. Above all, I was impressed by Bao’s sharing about his view change toward cultures:

After a long time living in Canada, I have shifted from seeing the differences to seeing the similarities between the two cultures… I have found a balanced point between Vietnamese and Canada cultures. I find myself to be less extreme than before and less judgmental. I tend to see everything with the view that balances both cultures, and open to other views from other cultures (Chapter 7, p.89).

Those are the views from the parents about how they have dealt with the dissonance between the mainstream culture and their own. Those are also the clearest answers to the questions of whether the cultural values from immigrant families can threaten the mainstream cultural identity (Huntington, 2004; as cited in Citrin, 2007). The parents’ narratives confirm Citrin et al.’s (2007) findings that there are no collisions between strong national and ethnic identity. Despite researchers’ concerns about cultural assimilation as a two way process, this process seems to dissolve the conflict between cultures other than threaten the mainstream culture (Citrin et al., 2007). Although the parents from my study tried their best to maintain the Vietnamese language and cultural values in the family, they were also sure that “the children were born and grown up in Canada; they will be Canadian no matter how you teach them” (Chapter 7, p.89). “Each culture has its own strengths and weaknesses” (Nam, Chapter 5, p.54). The values that the parents tried to maintain in their families mentioned in previous chapters are beautiful values which should be considered as added strengths to the mainstream culture. In the same vein, Xu (2006) also makes an appeal to see the immigrant families as contributors
to the culturally diverse society with their beautiful values from their own culture instead of seeing them as the ones who have to fully adapt to the mainstream culture.
Conclusion

My research has revealed the important role of parents in maintaining cultural values in immigrant families. The narratives in my study demonstrate the parents’ determination, experience and strategies in maintaining language, food and other core values as part of the home education for their children. I have learned so much from the parents through their stories and their experiences. It is the participating parents who helped me to put off my assumptions and start my inquiry with an open mind. Before I began this study, I wondered whether the immigrant parents in Canada could keep the language in their families or could keep the close bond with their bigger family in Vietnam as those are the traditional values that we treasure in Vietnam. When I knew that many of them were working hard on the farm or doing labour work to earn their living, I did not expect them to understand much about their educational role or about maintaining cultural values in the family. I would feel satisfied if the children in their families could speak only a little Vietnamese. However, the more I talked to the parents, the more I changed my mind.

The questions for my research were about the roles of the parents in maintaining cultural values in their families and how parents understand about their role. I also questioned about the parents’ perspectives of what cultural values should be kept or adapted. Another query was about the strategies to help maintaining cultural values within their families. The parents’ narratives not only answered all of my questions but also brought a new insight and raised new questions on other educational matters. First, the parents indicated that they are well aware of their roles in maintaining cultural values in the families. They moved a step further by considering cultural values maintenance as
part of the home education. Second, the narratives from the parents revealed how they took advantages of both cultures for their children’s education. On the one hand, the parents had impressed me by their determination and continued efforts to keep Vietnamese language, food and other core values in their families. I was surprised about how the parents tried to maintain Vietnamese language, about how the core values such as “respect the elders, love the young” or “be a good person” were kept in the family, about how these values were taught around the dinner table, and about how the language and the food could convey culture. I admired the parents for their efforts to maintain many old traditions which were difficult to keep in the modern world and actually lost in the industrialization in Vietnam. On the other hand, the parents also showed how they adapt to the mainstream culture and taking advantages of both cultures. For example, Bao and Ngan (Chap 7) changed their ways of disciplining a child; Nam and Tram (Chap 5) left the choices open for their children to learn Vietnamese language and other languages; Anh and Chi (Chap 6) let their girl work part time to earn for her university life. I have learned much from the parents’ open views toward different cultures, about how to find the balanced point between the cultures and how to keep the best among the cultures for their children’s education. Finally, I have also collected a number of strategies to help maintain Vietnamese culture in the family as I mentioned earlier in my discussion (p.91) such as speaking only Vietnamese at home, keeping meals together in the family, getting the children involved with the Vietnamese community, celebrating Vietnamese holidays and special occasions, and bringing them back to Vietnam if possible.

There are also other issues coming up from the parent’s stories. The parents’ narratives in my study have indicated the importance of the home language to the parent-
child relationship in immigrant families. This issue has been discussed widely in the literature such as Fillmore (2000) for Chinese families, Love and Buriel (2009) for Mexican American families, Brown (2011) for Korean families and Oh and Fuligni (2009) for families from Latin American and Asian background. As Brown (2011) has pointed out, language maintenance is a necessary condition in order to maintain “meaningful family relationship” in the family (p.33), reduce depression (Love & Buriel, 2009), and prevent predicted emotional consequences for children both at school and at home (Cummins, 2001). That is why language was considered by the participating parents as the first thing to be maintained. The parents’ stories in my study have shown a step forward in the parents’ awareness in maintaining culture in immigrant families since Fillmore (2000) reported about the loss of family language and broken relationship in immigrant families in her case study.

The stories from the participating parents also demonstrate the similarities between the values across cultures. I am touched by the parents’ attachment to the beautiful values in Vietnamese culture about “being a good human” in the society such as helping others in needs, respecting the elders and loving the younger, or values about family-bond and close kinship with the relatives. These beautiful values are in the same vein with the Confucian values that are treasured among Chinese immigrant families (Xu, 2006, 2011). The values are also similar to other “Western scholars” such as Dewey’s (1938) and Counts’ (1978) thought about education. The “family-oriented” values are also found in studies about the Latino immigrant families. We can see how similar the cultural values are across the world, from Vietnamese to Chinese to Latino and Canadian families. Wherever they are from, the parents try their best to be models for their children.
to follow since they understand deeply that children would learn “what they see in their parents” (Durand, 2011, p.273; Xu, 2006, 2011).

However, I still witness how some parents struggle between the two cultures in educating their children which lead to tensions and broken relationships in the families. Although immigrant families in my study are well aware of the issue of child discipline and child abuse, there is still a need to help those parents who get lost in their ways to discipline their children when there are cultural conflicts.

The narratives in my study also reveal a number of challenges that parents have to face in maintaining cultural values in immigrant families. There are so many outside factors influencing the children’s development that go beyond the parents’ control (Anisef & Kirbride, 2003; Cummins, 2000; Fillmore, 2000, Phinney et al., 2001; Tajima & Harachi, 2010; Xu, 2006). As I have discussed in the previous chapter, there is confusion and loss among the parents about how to educate and discipline their children in Canada when their conventional ways are not acceptable. In addition, the parents also feel that the children have changed very much once they began to go to school due to the exposure to the new culture via the school system and the impacts from their peers.

Another challenge for the parents is to find the time to be with the children. As most immigrants have to work really hard to settle for a new life in Canada, there is not much time left for parents and children to be together. Furthermore, the children become busier and busier with their schools, friends and their social life (and sometimes video games) that time with parents seem to be difficult to find. Although parents and home education are still important to the children, there are many other factors that greatly influence their development from their teachers, their friends and peers and other social relationships.
Through my volunteer work with the church community, I found that other elements such as religions or socio-economic status also influenced the values in immigrant families. Therefore, there comes a need to explore the issue from a broader view outside the home.

As there are many factors that influence the children’s lives other than the home education, I wonder how these outside factors affect Vietnamese cultural values maintenance in the families. For my future research, I wish to go further to explore the children’s school life and social life to see how those factors influence the children’s perspectives and personal values including the cultural values in the families.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Pilot Study for the Research

Based on the research questions, I have conducted a pilot study to, firstly, test the kinds and contents of the interview questions, and secondly, collect and analyze the data. It is worth interpreting the first-hand data from the pilot study to have a better approach and direction for the study in the future.

Participants. For this pilot study, I conducted an interview with a parent from an immigrant family in the Vietnamese church community in Windsor. The family has been in Windsor for over fifteen years and has three daughters; the oldest one is 23 years old, the second one is 17 years old and the youngest is 12 years old. The oldest daughter is in London now to study at a university, so only two daughters are living with their parents at home. After receiving the approval from the Ethical Review Board of the University of Windsor, I have contacted the parents to arrange a face-to-face in-depth interview with them. When I contacted the family to conduct an interview, both of the parents expressed their willingness to be interviewed. They also suggest that the interview should be taken place in their house so that they feel more comfortable. However, I could not schedule to interview the mother because she had to work until very late at night during the last few months of the year, so I decided to save her for later interview. As the result, I could only interview the father of the family.

This is a semi-structured interview, with open-ended questions. The language of interview is Vietnamese, the mother-tongue of both the researcher and the participant. The interview lasted for about an hour. The father agreed for me to record the interview for later transcribing and translating into English. For the purpose of confidentiality, the
name and other demographic of the father will not be revealed and a pseudonym will be used. In my anticipated findings, the father will be called “Mr. Tran”.

**Findings from the pilot study.** The findings from the pilot study will be presented in two main themes: parents’ perceptions of their roles in maintaining Vietnamese cultural values within the family and their strategies or experience of how to teach children about the topic.

**Parents’ perception of their role in maintaining cultural values in the families.**

Parents from immigrant families are often well aware of their role in their children’s education. Mr. Tran, the father of the family more than one time emphasized the role of parents in educating their children, not only involves with school activities but also carries out home education for the children. He divided education into two separate branches which he called ‘school education’ and ‘home education’. “School education” will provide the child with basic knowledge and way of thinking and working while “home education” helps form the child’s living values and characteristics. Therefore, he claimed that the children’s life success is determined by which home education brings, and parents are their educators at home. This goes in accordance with Fillmore’s (2000) argument about the importance of education at home on the future of the children.

In addition, Mr. Tran also indicated that mother and father have different roles in educating the children in a family: father is the one who gives general guidance and directions; and mother will be the one who take care of everyday trouble for the children. Although he admitted that the model does not fit all families, he believed that most Vietnamese families in Windsor have this typical assignment of parents’ role in a family.
According to Mr. Tran, the Vietnamese traditions and Vietnamese language are the two essentials parts of home education in immigrant families. He insisted that maintaining Vietnamese traditions and language for the children is the role of the parents. He also expressed his disagreement with parents who are not aware of this role:

I feel really sad when I came to a Vietnamese friend’s house, and I saw a sign on his door with the sentence ‘No Vietnamese’ on it. It’s not just I feel sorry for the children in the house, but also I feel that I do not belong to that house, and I don’t want to stay with them anymore. Although I know that my friend’s purpose is to improve his children’s abilities to speak English so that they can get integrated to the Canadian society easier, I really oppose the way he does it. The parents’ role is to keep the traditions and language of our origin for the descendants, not to abandon them.

He also added that parents are also not motivated in their role of maintaining the traditions and language of their origin if the mother or the father does not agree to keep those. The task will be much more difficult if the parents are from different cultures or have different views toward the issue.

Strategies parents use to maintain cultural values in the family. “Each parent will find his or her own way to teach their children about the language and cultural values that they brought from Vietnam,” Mr. Tran revealed, “there are no fixed ways to teach the children about Vietnamese culture.” However, Mr. Tran shared the methods that work best for him, which are learning through language, food and stories.

“Language first, food the second”. When being asked about the strategies that he has used to maintain the traditions and cultural values within the family, Mr. Tran smiled
and said: “There is no secret. You must maintain the language first”. In his opinion, language is the key to a culture and is the first thing about culture that the children should learn. The language, then, will lead to other discovery about the culture.

However, maintaining a language is not an easy task, especially with Vietnamese, as the language has five tones, which are very different from that of English, where the language emphasis was on stress rather than tones. To help the children learn Vietnamese, he did his best to encourage his children to use Vietnamese as much as possible at home, but he never forced them to speak Vietnamese if they are not ready to or if they do not feel comfortable about it. In his opinion, if there is regulation about speaking Vietnamese at home, the language will become compulsory and reluctant to the children. Otherwise, he wants them to take the language as fun and benefits. Mr. Tran described his own method that he called “encouragement by benefits” as follows:

To encourage my children to speak more Vietnamese, I try to answer with a “yes” if they can ask me in Vietnamese, and give them a “no” if the request is in English. For example, when one of my girls wants to go out with her friends, if she asked me in English, I would refuse. Then, if she asked again in Vietnamese, I will allow her to go. I did not state it as a rule, but after a while, all my girls figure out the trick to have my agreement, and they are so eager to use their “secret power”. Gradually, my girls prefer to speak Vietnamese with me and my wife, they keep practicing their Vietnamese, and the “secret power” works better than any compulsory rule of speaking Vietnamese could ever bring.
He also sent his girls to Vietnamese language school (the school is free) in summer or sent them back to Vietnam for vacation, which is also useful for their learning Vietnamese language.

Food, as Mr. Tran said, is the second ambassador of Vietnamese culture in his family. His opinion is that, if the children like the food, they are one step closer to the culture. That is why he and his wife try to maintain Vietnamese food in their children’s meals. Again, he does not take it as a compulsory, his daughters can eat whatever they want, and can have fast food for lunch at school anytime they want to. His idea is to have family meals at the weekend, when all the family will eat Vietnamese food together. On weekday, they do not have time to eat together because each of them has different schedule at school and at work. In addition, his wife often asks the girls to help her with the cooking. She teaches them how to cook popular Vietnamese dishes, which they can bring to school to share with friends. The two older girls of the family, therefore, can cook Vietnamese food rather well, and they are so proud about their Vietnamese food each time they have a chance to share it with their friends.

*Cultural values and traditions through stories of parents’ lives.* Another effective way to introduce the culture to children, as Mr. Tran suggested, is telling stories about life in Vietnam for the children. Children can learn naturally about the culture through the story details. With the stories, parents can help their children imagine about their lives before they moved to Canada, which brings more than one benefits at the same time. This, firstly, will help them feel familiar with the Vietnamese traditions and customs. Secondly, knowing stories about parents’ lives will enhance the relationship between parents and children. Another benefit is that the children will learn more of the language
through the stories, as he told them in Vietnamese. In his opinion, teaching through stories is one of the best ways because stories are “interesting and easy to remember”.

I found that those methods are really effective as his three daughters are very good at speaking Vietnamese, and they have no difficulties switching between the two languages. Every time I came to visit them, they are always willing to talk with me in Vietnamese. All the girls prefer to speak Vietnamese at home (to their parents, to each other and to their parents’ guests). The only time when they speak English at home, as they shared, is when they want to keep secret from their parents, and English slang can help them with that.
Appendix B: Interview guide

Good morning!

Thank you for taking part in this interview.

My name is Xuan Le Nguyen, from University of Windsor. I am doing my thesis writing titled “The role of parents in maintaining cultural values in Vietnamese immigrant family in Windsor”. The purpose of this interview is to explore parents’ perception of their role in maintaining cultural values for their children and the strategies that they might know or use.

The interview might last about an hour and will be recorded for later transcription. You have the right to withdraw from the interview/study at anytime until the transcription and verification of interview data are done. Also, you can refuse any questions that might be sensitive to you. All the information during this talk will be kept confidential and for the purpose of my research only.

1. General information of the parents and the children:
   1.1. How long have you been moving to Canada/Windsor?
   1.2. How many children do you have? How old are they? Were they born in Canada or in Vietnam?
   1.3. Do your children speak Vietnamese at home? How well can they understand Vietnamese?
   1.4. Who (which of the parents) often talk more with the children? How much time do you spend talking/communicating with your children in a day?

2. Parents’ perception of their roles:
2.1. What do you think about maintaining cultural values of your original country in your family? Do you think it is better for your children to understand both Vietnamese and Canada values?

2.2. What do you often talk or show your children about Vietnamese culture? What do you think is the most important factor of a culture? What are the common Vietnamese values that you expect your children to keep? How do you think the culture of your original country can benefit the children?

2.3. What do you think about the role of parents in teaching their children in general and in teaching them about Vietnamese culture in particular?

3. Parents’ strategies in educating children about culture:

3.1. How do you teach your children about Vietnamese cultural values? Do you have any special strategies in teaching your children about Vietnamese culture? Are there any resources available for you about Vietnam (for example: TV shows, magazines, and so on…)

3.2. How do you teach them to speak Vietnamese? What are the difficulties in teaching your children Vietnamese in an English-dominant environment? Do you have any ways or strategies to deal with such problems?

3.3. Do you have any further advice for Vietnamese parents in teaching their children about the cultural values from our hometown?

Thank you for your time and cooperation!
Vita Auctoris
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